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Young Wild West an( the Lone' Cabin
OR, THE RAIDERS OF THE GORGE
By AN OLD SCO'U'l'
been following- since this morning-. We can
manag-e to lead the horses down all riirht. I
''Charlie I imagine that there must have been reckon. Come on! It will b~ dark in an hour,
a pile of 'water rushing through her.e at one so let's try and g-et a few miles further on be•
fore we g-o into camp."
time."
"Good!" exclaimed Jim Dart, and then, turn"I reckon there must have been, Wild. But
ing- to the girls, he added: "Most likely we'll
.
1/nerr- ,;a rtiniy ain't much to be seen 11ow."
"" • that isn't much more than a brook. Quite strike a mining- camp pretty soon. The trail
a gorge this is, and the fact that there. is a trail leads to one, that's pretty sure."
"Yes, Jim," our hero's sweetheart answered.
running through shows that there mu::.t be somenever been rii?"ht in this D{lrt of the
thing in the way of civilization to be :l'bul\d w.hen "We havebefore,
but we all know that Jnining'
Rockies
we get to the end of it."
camps are found rather unexpectedly, lmost
"An' maybe at the other end of it, too, Wild." anvwhe.re
in this section of the· country."
"Well, if not right at the end, some place not
a mishap the whole party manaired
Without
suppose."
I
it,
from
miles
many
a great
down, leadin.e- their own horses. the two
i?"et
to
an'
Jim
let
an'
back
go
"I s'pose we'd better
Chinamen brinia-ini?" up the rear with their own
the gals know that we kin all git down here with and two pack-horses they were in charire of.
the horses, an' that there's a putty smooth trail
"Here we are, Et," the youn,r deadshot said,
runnin' through the gorge."
sweetheart walked up
. s milin11:lv, as his pretty
"I reckon that's the thing- to do. Charlie."
with her cream-white broncho. "I can't sav that
The speakers were Young- Wild West, the well- it is quite as cool ' down here, but l'm sure the ·
known boy hero and Champion Deadshot of the travelini?" is a whole lot better. Here is water,
West. and Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, who was too.''
a steadfast frie;id and one of his partners.
They all i?"Ot into the saddle, and then, with the
The two had been riding- along- a roug-h and young- deadshot and his sweetheart riding- ahead,
when
mountains
the
of
side
1:-0cky trail on the
the trail was taken. For nearly half an hour the
hey came to a ooint where they could look down party rode along-," chatting- and laui?"hing- and feelwind
to
seemed
that
into a rather • deeo l!Org-e
ini?" much better because they had found a much
its way throug-h a hil!h ridge that confronted easier trail to follow.
were
happened
this
them. With them when
None of them cared particularly whether they
Arietta Murdock, the g-olden-haired sweethe~rt came to a mi:-tini?" camp, or settlement. or not.
Jim
scout;
the
of our hero; Anna: the wife of
The irorg-e was a rather Ieng-thy one, s o it proved,
Dart, a Wyoming- boy, who was known a s t~e and finall y they noticed that it was beg-inning- to
his
other partner of Young- Wild West. and.
l!row i?"raduall y dark. Just as they were talkingsweetheart, Eloise Cardner: and two Chmese over the advisability of camping- at the side of
servants named Hop Wah and Wing- Wah.
the creek the clatter of hoofs sounded ahead of
But when the dashing- youni? deadshot, who them, and, turnini?" their eyes in that direction,
had made himself famou s throug-hout the reg-ion they waited until they Sl!:W a horseman come
known as the Wild West, caul!ht sight of the irallopini?" around a bend. To all appearances it
11:org-e below, it struck hlm rig-ht away that they was a cowboy who was approaching-, for he wore
mil!ht be able to work their W!l,Y down. and then the usual roui?"h costume of s uch fellows. The
proceed on through it. thus cutting- off the long-, horseman promptly reined in his steed as he saw
borious climb.
the picturesql!e-looking- party so close to him.
"Hello!" he caJled out, when he was within a
The two experienced Westerners had no difficulty in makini? .their way back ' to the hi11:h few yards of them. "You must be headin' for
g-round where the rest of the party were waiting-, Soft. Soot, I reckon.''
"I reckon we are, strang·er, if that's the name
and once they 1?"-0t there, Young Wild West called
of any place ahead of us," Wild answered, in the
out:
"Everything- is all rii?"ht. There is a much cool and eas v wav he was noted for. "How far
smoother tr!)ll down, there than the one we have is it from here'!"
CHAPTER I .-The Lone Cabin in the Gorge.
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"Oh, vou have l?0t a 1?ood fifteen miles to R'0.
I don't think you kin make it afore dark. But
that's all right. It's a good trail, an' vou sartinly
can't git lost. This R"0rl!:e is a miR"hty lonR" one.
They call it Loni!: GorR"e, you know."
"All ril!:ht. If we don't make it toniR"ht we'll
l!'et there some time tomorrow morning, then. It
doesn't make much difference. We are in the
'habit o'f camping- out in suitable places we find."
"Yes, I reckon so. Seem to have a put;_ty l?Ood
outfit with yer. But I can't tarry here. I'm goin'
over to Stockton, which is thirtv miles away. I
want to !!'it a doctor. A pard of mine is mighty
sick in Soft Spot, an' if his life kin be saved I
want it done. When you git "there you might
know of i,omethin' to do for him. Jest ask for
Silas Jenks. an' tell 'em that Bill Wright told ver
·
11.bout it."
"All right, we'll do so. I reckon we'll trv and
get there tonight, then. It may be that we miJ?ht
do something for the sick man."
The horseman seemed pleased to hear this,
and without waiti:oe- any longer, rode on past
them and went galloping through the gorge.
Then our friend~ started off at a canter, and
rapidly proceeded along the trail, which followed
the creek in such a uniform wav that they were
close to the shallow water all the time.
When ten miles had been covered it was ouite
dark, but they kept riding- on until suddenly
Young Wild West reined in his horse and called
out: "Stop a minute, everybody!"
As they obeyed him they quickly saw wha.t
had caused the sudden halt. Close to the left of
them, nestling- amonl!: the rock's , was a 1?oodsized log cabin. It showed up quite well, for the
stars overhead afforded enough light for them to
see it.
"This can't be one of the shanties belon1?in1? to
the mining camp, boys," the young- deadshot said.
as he dismounted and started toward it. "It
doesn't seem to be occupied: either. or there
would be a light inside."
Curious to know all about it, the rest dismounted, and when the boy pushed open the door
they half expected to hear some one call out.
But nothing of the sort happenesl, so Young Wild
West struck a match and stepped inside. The
cabin was deserted. Not an article in the way of
furniture was to be seen there. either, and dust
covered the uneven floor. There were two rooms
to it. but both were the same.
"A deserted cabin, all right," was the verdict
of the young deadshot. as he turned and came
out. "If there was a heavy storm iust now it
would not be a bad place to stop at. But as the
night is as clear as a bell, I reckon we have no
use for it. We'll ride on. for I am ouite sure that
we ought to .i:ret to' the mining camp · inside of
half an ohur."
While they all wondered whv there was a
deserted cabin there, it did not strike them as
being- at all remarkable, so they mounted their
horses and set out al!'ain alon.1r the trail. When
they were perhaps two hundred feet from the
lone cabin the sharp report of a revolver suddenly sounded riJ?ht close to them.
Then a voice called out, sharply:
''Halt! If you ride twenty feet further vou'll
die!"
Almost instantly Youn'! Wild West and his

companions broul!;ht their horses to a stop. They
all looked around, but could not see the person
who had uttered the command.
"A hold-up, W:ild," Arietta said, not appearinll:.
to be very much 'ltfraid.
"I reckon so, little J?irl," was the reply. "Just
keep cool. Wail until'that sneaking coyote shows
himself, and we'll soon find out what he wants."
Hold up your hands, every one of you!" came
from behind a rock to the left. "Do as I say or
you will be shot down. You are covered by ~
dozen rifles though you can't see them."
"Show yourself, stranger." Young Wild West
answered, coolly, without offering- to obey the
second command. "I reckon I can talk to vo11
a little better if you do."
There was a short silence then. after which the
sounds made by a stone as it rolled down the
bank came to the ears of our friends.
"I told you to Pitt up vour hands," the voice
called out. "Don't think I am trifling with you."
At that very instant Wild saw what he knew ·
to be a man's shoulder as it came from behind
the rock. As quick as a flash his gun was leveled
and he pulled the trigger.
Crack! As the sharp report rang out a cry
of pain sounded, and then they heard a fall. _
"Come on!" t4e young- deadshot exclaimed. in a
1in1?ing voice. "Don't wait a second."
Then avlay the horses 1rnlloped, and in a few
seconds wei,e well past the spot. Not a shot was
fired at them, either, and with a chuckle Chey- enne Charlie exclaimed:
"That was a big case of bluff, Wild. There was
only one of 'em there, an' you winged him."
"Right you are, Charlie·,,, was the reply. "Now.
then. we'll stop here. I want you to wait for me,
for I am going back to make an investig-ation."
_/

CHAPTER II.-Preventinll: a Lynching.
Young- Wild West knew no such thing- as fear.
. Wh~n he started back through the gorg-e, pickJnl? his way along in the darkness, he was fully
determined to find the fellow he had wounde·
with a bullet. He thought of the lone cabin as ·
he was proceeding, for the harp· command to
halt had come from a sPqt so close to it that it
seemed as though the man must be connected
in some way with the buildil14t. Anyhow. there
was a sort of mystery about the cabin, since it
was not occupied and showed signs of no one
having been there in a long time.
Noiselessl y he stepped along, and in a few
seconds he was so close to the spot where the
sudden halt had been made that he knew he
would be able to hear any sounds that were
made. Pausing beside a big- rock he leaned forward and listened. Suddenly he gave a slill:ht
nod, for he had been rewarded for his action.
Something alive was creeping slowly away in the
direction of the log cabin. Wild worked his way over the roug-h and stony l!'rou:od without makin~
the least particle of noise, and the next moment
he felt the near presence of some one. He paused
and listened again. For the space of a . few
seconds not a sound could be heard. But suddenly another sound came to his ears. and he
knew it was a suoorE!ssed groan.
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"The
'! Ah!" he muttered. under his breath.
bullet has wing-ed him pretty J?ood. Maybe he's
hurt a little worse than I thoug-ht for. I reckon
I'd better nab him now and have done with it."
i..J;he younl?' deadshot knew exactly where to
stop, and without the least hesitation he did so.
A en• of dismay was uttered, and then Y ounJ?
Viii<! West moved around a rock and found himself standinJ? within three feet of a man.
"I've J?ot you!" lie said. in his cool and easy
w •• and not speaking ven• loud. "I reckon
you'll come with me, stranger."
There was a revolver in his hand, and the
muzzle was thrust so close to the man's face that
he certainly could see it.
"Don't shoot!" came the ,rasping exclamation.
"I've ,rot a bullet in my shoulder now."
"Yes, and I reckon I'm the one who put it
t here."
As the boy said this he reached out and
pulled a revolver from the holster that was
han1ring- at the man's rig-ht hip.
He felt around him and findinP- he had no more
weapons, took him by the rig-ht shoulder and
pulled him around the rock.
"You .iust keep your mouth shut now!" he said,
rnin,rly. "If you let out the least cry or any
sound that mi,rht be a si,rnal to your friends
it will be the last thinl?" you will ever do on .
earth."
"I haven't g-ot any friends here. I'm aU alone."
came the reply. "I g-ot knocked down and robbed
something like half an hour airo. and when I
woke up, hearing- voices. I started to ,ret around
to see who it was. Then I was shot."
'·You did, eh? Well, all ri1rht. I'll fu1d out if
your story is correct presently. But come right
orr and .iu t keep vour mouth shut. Don't talk
any further until I tell you to."
The prisoner remained silent and moved arong- ·
quite willin,rly, and Wild was not long- in reaching- his companions.
"l'Ye ,rot him, boys," the voung- deadshot called
out. "He's g·ot a bullet in the left shoulder. and
I imagine that it hurts him somewhat."
'·It oughter went through his heart!" Cheyenne
,£harlie exclaimed. "The sneakin' coyote tried to
z'ob us single-handed. But he mighty soon found
that it wouldn't work."
''I ain't a robber," the prisoner spoke up.
·"It's a mistake. I've bee:1 robbed myself."
"That's the· story he tried to tell roe, Charlie."
Wild said , in his cool and easy way. "He says
he was knocked down and robbed, and that he
was lying- on the ground when he heard voices.
Then he got up to see who it was and was shot.
That's a Pretty g-ood story. If he was knocked
down we'll soon find some evidence of it. He
must certainly have something- in the way of a
mark on his head. We'll go on until we g-et
arow1d the bend ahead, so we'll have a J?ood
chance to Prevent a surprise. Then we'll make
'
_an examination."
Wild had not released his hold upon the prisoner, and he now started forward through the
g-org-e. Once thev had reached the spot Wild
specified, Jim Dart lighted a match and stepped
up to the prisoner, who was hatless.
Wild nodded to him to ahead and make the
examination, so he auickly felt over the man's
head.
"There's nothing- in the wa,· of a lump here.
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Wild." was the verdict. "I reckon he was lvingto you."
The prisoner said not a word now, but seemed
to be resigned to whatever fate there miJ?ht be
in store for him. Hop Wah lig-hted a lantern.
and while he held it the scout -removed the man's
clothing- and bound up the wound, putting- the
arm in a sling-. The rig-ht arm was tied behind him, and then Wild caused him to be lifted
•
upon the back of the sorrel. ·
"I'll take him along- with me," he said, as he
mounted behind him. "We haven't a great deal
further to go, anyh11w. Maybe some one at the
mining- camp will recog-nize the fellow."
"The first -thinJ? to do, boys," the young dead~hot said, addressing- his partners, "will be to
find a place to pitch our camp. We don't want
to be too close to the shanties. There's no use in
trvinJ? to find accommodations at a hotel or anything- like that. We'll go into camp, and Wingcan see about getting- something- ready for us
to eat without delay. While that'.s being done
I'll take the prisoner to the saloon or store
and see if any one knows him. Charlie, you can
J?O with me."
"Right you are, Wild." the scout answered.
They rode along- the bank of the creek, and
were not lonir in finding a spot that just suited
their purpose. It was about a couple of hundred
yards from the nearest of the group of shanties,
and sheltered on two sides by tawering- cliffs.
Without taking the trouble to dismount, YoungWild West turned to Dart and said:
"Now then, Jim, I'll leave it to you to see
that thing-s are put in shape. We'll be back in a
few minutes."
"All rig-ht, Wild," came the reply. "It won't
take us long, vou can bet."
"Come on, Charlie." our hero said, and then he
turned and rode straig-ht for the center of the
mining camp, which was not a very large one,
side at the time, but they must have been
called imposing-, considering the time and place,
were to be seen .
One of them had a big oil lamp burning- in
front of it, and the siJ?n told that it was an
establishment where liauors were sold, with
g-ambling- as a feature. There was no one outside at the time, but they must have been
heard approaching, for three or four men showed themselves as they dismounted.
"Give us a lift here, will you?" Wild said. in
his cool and easy way, nodding- to them. "We
have g-ot a man here who has been hurt, and he
can't help himself."
T11ere was an affirmative response rig-ht away.
and three men hastened to lend their assistance.
The Prisoner was landed safely upon, the g-round,
though he g-roaned with pain as it was beingdone. Inside the three men almost carried him.
Wild and Charlie followinJ? them. Then it was
that a cry went up, and the inmates of the barroom of the saloon crowded close to the wounded
man.
"Why, boys, it's Jim Skinner, the outlaw!"
some one exclaimed. "I reckon somebody has
earned the five hundred dollars reward."
"If that's the case, I reckon I'm the somebody.
then," Young- Wild West said, in his cool and
easy way, as he stepped up and stood smilingly
before the speaker. "I caug-ht that fellow back
here in the gorge right close to a log shanty."
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"Thunder!" exclaimed another , as he looked at
the bov in surprise and admiration . "You caught
Jim Skinner, eh? _Well, you're what I call a
mighty lucky kid, an' a smart one, too, I'll bet."
"That's all right, my friend . Maybe I am
lucky. But, anynow, if this fa Jim Skinner, the
outlaw, you can bet all you're worth that I am
the one" who nabbed him. I wounded him first
and then found him a little later sneaking away
among the rocks."
It seemed that nearly ever y one in the room
recognized the prisoner a _t he man a reward of
five "hundred dollars was off~red for. Some of
them Quickly became very angry, and one even
went so far as to produce a rope.
"Hold on a minute," Wild called out, his eves flashing and bis right hand going up in a
threatening ort of way. "I reckon this man is
m y prisoner. I took him and I claim him. There
is goinl?' to be no lvnchinP'" done here, not if I
.
can stop it! "
"I don't think you kin stop· it, kid," the man
with the rope retorted, sneeringlv. "You needn't
be afraid but that you'll _git the five hundred
dollars all right. I chipped in t o make up the
reward myself. That means that ali vou have
11:ot to do is to turn Jim Skinner over to us.
You 'll git the reward jest as soon as we kin send
for Tom Boody, w}:Jo is the boss of the Vi1?ilanco
committee."
"I reckon you had better wait till he comes,
then, before you start in to do any l ypching,"
was the cool retort.
"Maybe you're right on that, kid. I might have
been a little too fast. But you kin gamble on it
that Jim Skinner is l?'Oin' to \le hanged afore
twenty minutes has passed."
"No, he won't. He will be locked up somewhere and turned over to the sheriff or some one
else who is responsibJ.e."
"That's it, that's it!" came from ~ couple of
the others. "This boy deserves a whole lot of
credit for havin' caught J:im Skinner, the outlaw
what ha~ been raisin' ructions here in camp and
throuirh the gorge for the past month or two.
We all oughter feel mighty glad that he's been
caught, 'cause he's stole enough money in the
time he's been workin' around here to make himself rich, an' he's shot three or four mighty good
men , too."
All this time the prisoner had be.en silent.
Meanwhile, a miner had gone to look for the
mari called Tom Boody, the leader of the vigilaptes. He found him in a hurry, and as Wild,
who had now taken hold of the prisoner, started
to lead him to a chair at the other side of the
room, Tom Boody c::J,me hurriedly into the barroom:
"What's this I hear? " he called out, looking
around excitedly.
"Here's Jim Skinner, Tom," the man with the
rope answered, quickly. "A kid shot him in the
shoulder an' then brought him here, that man
helpin' him."
He pointed to Cheyenne Charlie a s he referred
to the assistant.
"Great gin_ger!" Boody exclaimed, and then he
1,tcod like a statue as he looked at the man the
rcwar·d had been offered for.
"There ain't no mistake about it," he added,
shakin i:: his head as though he was afraid there

really was, after all. "It's Jim Skinner, the
outlaw, all right. I've seen him often enough to
make me know him. He's J?ot a chunk of lead in
him, too, eh? Well, it's a mighty 11:ood thinJr it
didn't kill him, 'cause that would have spoile&
the fun of stringin' him up."
Wild had forced the prisoner to sit clown, an d
he now stood at his rl11:ht side.
"Are you the leader of the Vigilance Committee?" he. asked, coolly, as he nodded to the
man who ha<i just entered.
"I reckon I am," was the repl y. "My name is
Tom Boody. The boys elected me leader. an'
we've been huntin' this outlaw for some little
time. We've lost three men, too, while doin' it,
an' he's been holdin' up travelers as they come
through the gorge an' robbin'. miners when they
was drunk, right alonv-."
"Yom; committee couldn't have been workinl?
very well, then. We found this fellow right near
a lone cabin back in the gorge."
"I don't doubt that, kid. That's where he gen erally is when he _stops any one what happens
to be ridin' alonir the trail throuJrh the g orge.
But the lone cabin ain't JrOt nothin' to do with
him. Don't think that."
"I didn't say it had, Mr. Boody. How far is it'
to the town where the sheriff lives ?" .
"Somethin' like fifty miles, I reckon. But neYer
mind the sheriff. I reckon I'm sheriff enou1th
to take charJ?e of this prisoner. You have landed Jim Skinner here, an' I'm goin' to pay you
the reward riJrht now. I've got the five hund red
dollars right here."
"That's all right, Mr. Boody. I suppose if I
accept the five hundred dollars and turn the
vrisoner over to you he will be lynched rii?ht
away?"
"You have 11:ot that just riirht, kid."
"All right, then. I won't accept the r eward.
I'll keep the prisoner myself. We are goinJr t o
eamp a short distance from here. and I r eckon
we can take charge of him. We'll see to· it that
he 1tets to the sheriff all riJ?ht if it takes a week
to do it."
Exclamations of surprise and indignation went
up from all sides. More than one man looked •
an11:ril y at the boy who stood there so coollv.
"If the kid don't want the reward don't give it
to him, Tom," advised t he vroorietor of the
saloon. "It was only jest luck that he Jrot
Skinner, anyhow. Go ahead an' hold the trial
right in here, an' then Jet the hangin' go on. We
can't allow no sich scoundrel as Skinner to Jive
very long."
A climax was now at hand a nd, without any
hesitation, the youn11: dead shot whipped out a revolver and waving- it slowly back and forth before the faces of the angry crowd, he said:
"The first man who attempts to Jay hands on
the prisoner will die ! Don't t hink for an instant
that I am afraid of you. I wouldn't care if there
were twice as man y of you here. Now, then,
things are J?oing to be done my way or thev won 't
be done at all."
"Whoopee! whoopee!" yelled Cheyenne Charlie,
and out _came his brace of revolvers. "I reckon
you heard the verdict, irents. When Young Wild
West says a thing he always means it. This here
Pri oner ain't J?oin' to be l ynched, not toniJrht .
any ho w."
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"Who did vou sav the kid was?" one of them
.
asked, rather faintly.
"Young Wild West," the scout retorted.

CHAPTER III.- Charlie Relieves the Sick
Man.

It was more than li~elv that not a man in the
fhufding had ever seen Young- Wild West. But
the majority of them had evidentlY heard of
him, for the instant his name was mentioned as
being the one who had caug-ht the outlaw, all
eves were turned upon him and then the calm
came. A smile showed upon his handsome, boyish face as he realized that he had full control
of the situation, and nodding in a pleasant manne1· to them all, he said:
"Gentlemen, the easiest wav is alwavs the
best. I tak~ it that vou are all honest men, and
that even though you feel verv angry toward the
prisoner. you have, deep .down in vour hearts, a
feeling that right should always triumph. You
know verv well that it wouldn't be right to hang
this man without g·iving him a trial. That would
~ against the laws of our country."
"So you're Youn·g Wild West, eh?" Boodv retorted, not paying any attention to the boy's remark.
"Yes: that's who I am."
"You're the Champion Deadshot of the West,
ain't you?"
"I believe a few call me that. But that is
.because I'm a pretty good shot, you know."
"Yes, I know that. You're a puttv good- shot,
if "(hat I've heard is true. You kin outshoot
anvthing that ever stood on two legs, that's
. sartin. You're always tryin' to help them as
can't help themselves, too, as I've heard. You
have scouted for the Government an' you have
cleaned out gangs of roadagents- an' outlaws an'
done a little of everything to help along thing-s
in g-eneral. I'm right in l,avin' that, ain't I?"
"I suppose you are, Mr. Boody. But never
mind about that. You must certainly have
something in the way of a calaboose here in the
camp. Suppose you have this fellow locked up
and a guard placed over him."
"Oh, there's lots of places where we kin keep
him all right, Young Wild West. But there
ain't no hurry a.bout it. I see that he's got fixed
up a little. Somebody has took the trouble to
bandage his shoulder, whiclt was mighty kind in
'em, for it's more than any of us would do to a
feller like Jim Skinner."
"Cheyenne Charlie did that," the boy retorted,
as he nodded toward the scout.
• "Cheyenne Charlie, eh? I thought that was
him. You have got another pard, too, an' he's a
boy like yourself."
"Yes, he's here in the camp, too. We left him
ck where we are e-oing to pitch our tents with
the rest of the party." .
"Boys," and the leader of the vigilantes shook
his head and turned to the crowd. "I reckon we
oug-hter do as Young Wild West says. Come to ·
think of it, it ain't right to send a galoot off into
eternit)r without givin' him a fair trial. We
a ll know that Jim Skinner has killed as many as
ti:l.ree men, an' that he's been robbin' right an'
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left right here in the camp an' holdin' up travelers along the trail through the gorge. But that
don't say that he hadn't oughter have a fair
trial. He'll git his medicine, anyhow, after he's
tried, 'cause there ain't no jury in the- whole
world as wouldn't prove him guilty."
"If that's the case, what's the use of waitin'
for it, then?" spoke up the proprietor.
Wild said nothing. He still held the revolver
in his hand, and his left hand was upon the
shoulder of the prisoner. Our hero realized that
the proprietor of the place was the one to convince first, so nodding to him, he said:
"Boss, I reckon you're a prettv sensible sort
of a man. You look to be, anyhow."
"I don't know as I've got anv more sense than
I oughter have. But it seems to me that this
business is foolishness," was the retort.
"Are vou square in your dealings with your
·
customers?''
"I sartinlv am."
"You g-ive them full value for their money,
don't you?"
"Yes, I do."
"And the profit you make earns your living?"
"That's it exactly."
"All right, then. You believe in fair dealing-s."
"You have got me jest right, Young Wild West,
when you say that.''
"Very well. Then why shouldn't the prisoner
·have a fair deal?"
"That's puttin' it in a little different way. I
s'pose you're right, after all. Maybe it will be
jest as well if he was took over to the sheriff
and tried at the courthouse. It might make it
look better for us here in the camp. I s'pose
there's a g-ood many what would come here if
they thought we done thing-s more accordin' to
law.''
Wild had g-ained his point. He could see a
chang-e right away, which told plainly that the
boss o.f the saloon had fully as much influence
over the crowd as did the leader of the vigilantes.
The result was that after ten minutes further
talk it was decided to lock the prisoner in a
shanty and place tw men to uard him, and
the next morning st'fil-t him off for the county
seat. Wild knew that if something- happened to
cause the ma.iority to change their minds the
man would undoubtedly l:ie lynched. But he felt
that he had done his part in the matter, and having the satisfaction of being- able i-o· win the
crowd over to him temporarilv if for no longer,
he decided to .accept the five hundred dollars reward: Not that he needed the money at all, for
the fact that he owned and was interested in
several good-paying, mines caused him to have
an income more than he could spend. But there
mig-ht be a chance of doing some good with the
money, so nodding to the leader of the vigilantes
after the return to the shanty saloon, he said:
"Mr. Boody, I reckon I'll ·take that reward
now.''
"You're mighty welcome to it, Young Wild
West," was the hearty response. "You have
done somethin' that no one around here was able
to do. You g-ot Jim Skinner an' that's s.artinly
worth five hundred dollars. The money was put
up by about thirty of us, an' I reckon everv qi.an
feels that what he put in to make up the amount
was a mie-htv e-ooct investment. Here ver are!N
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· The :-;ounJ?: deaclshot accepted the money and so it seems to me that it ou,rhter be putty easv
placed it in his pocket. Then so many auestions for you to git the rest of 'em."
"Does any one know any of them?"
were put to him that he was forced to relate
"Only one of 'em is knowed bv any one here.
again .iust how the outlaw had been captured.
· When he had made it very plain to them. the He was hangi.,' around here for about two wee.~'
boy asked how it was that the deserted cabin iramblin' an' soendin' money. But he got caugh t
J1apperied to be hi the lonesome part of the gorge. stealin' money from a man what was asleep one
Robinson, the keeper of the shanty saloon, in- night, an' when one of the boys was goin' to shoot
formed him that it had stood there before the him, Jim Skinner, who had s:;1eaked around t o
mining camp was established, and that no one the front of the buildin', shot out the lights an'
had occupied it at that time. He added, however, the feller got awav in the scramble that follere "':
that there was a story to the effect that a couple Two or three happened to ~ee Skinner, but t hey
of hunters had built it for the purpose of living was too late to .1 dt him. That's how we knowed
there while they pursued their vocation in the that Jake Mall was one of his irang."
"So Jake Mall is rus name, then?"
neig-hborhood. but that they had abandoned it
"Yes, that's it. He's a bi1r. raw-boned feller.
a:;1d left it in about the same condition as it now
Mighty powerful, too. Look out for him if vou
was.
"Nothing- stran1re ever happened there. I sup- ever g-it in close Quarters with him, 'cause · he
would break you in two or three pieces if he 1rot
pose?" the young deadshot asked.
"Not that I know of," Robinson retorted, look- hold of you a:;1' chucked yer down on the g-round."
"I'll see to it that he don't break me into two
ing- at him curiously.
"No one ever went to live there, either, eh?" or three pieces," and Wild aughed as he said•
"No, not to live. I've heard tell of some who it. "But I'm much oblig-ed o you for the indidn't know they was so close to the camp stop- formation. You see, we are always lookinlZ' for
pin' there over nii:tht when it was stor_my or something- in the way of excitement, and I reckon
we found a little here. We'll keep it lZ'OinlZ' until
sometrun' like that."
"Well, it strikes me as rather strange that Jim we have cleaned UP this lZ'al1l? of rascals. I ho"Pt"
Skinner should use a place so near the cabin to you'll see to it that the prisoner is kept l?'Uarded
make his hold-ups. I have an idea that the so he can't get away. Not that he would l?'et
very far if he did, but some one mil?'ht take a
cabin miirht fiirure into the scheme."
"Did you look in it on your way over here to- notion to strinir him up. Get him over to the
sheriff, Mr. Boody. That's the best way to do it."
night?"
"I'll do my best to do that, Youn!? Wild West."
"Yes, we went inside and looked around."
Just then our hero happened to trunk of the
"There wasn't no one there, was there?"
man they had met ridinl?' throuirh the lZ'Orge.
"Certainly not."
"Say," he said, "do you know a fellow named
. "Nor it didn't look as though anv one had bee:;1
Bill Wriirht?"
there, did it?"
"I reckon 1 do. We all know Bill. He's a
"No, that's a fact."
"Well, it ain't likely that Jim Skinner nor any miirhty irood fellow. Went away to git a doctor,
of his ganl? bother to go into the shanty, then." 'cause he's lZ'Ot a pard what's mighty sick."
"Yes, that's what he told us. Jenks is the name
"How much of a iranir has he with him? " Wild
asked, for he had got upon the riirht drift now. of the sick man, I believe."
"Yes, Silas Jenks. He's .!!Ot a bad fever. an'
"I couldn't say about hat. But, of course, we
all know he had some one besides himself to ain't been able to eat nothin' in niirh on to a
help him out. He couldn't do it all alone, even week. All the boys think he's got to die. Bill
hold you lks up tonight in the allowed that it wasn't right to let him be that
if he did try
• way without tryin' to a-it a doctor, so he went
dark."
"He might do it on some, but not on us," and aft.e r one toniirht."
"He told us about it, and we promised to see if
the boy lauirhed liirhtly. "He told us that we
were covered by a dozen rifles, and that if we we could do somethinir for the sick man. Where
didn't hold up our hands we would all a-et shot. can we find him?"
Half a dozen offered to show the wav to the
We didn't hold up our hands, and we didn't a-et
a-et shot. But he did. He happened to let ~ shanty where Silas Wright Jay' with the fever.
see just enough of him to irive me a chance and Wild and Charlie went along with them, and
I took it. But when I cauirht him he tried to found the rrian attended bv a sympathetic miner.
make out that he had been a victim of the rob- He certainly was a very bad condition. Cheyenne
bers, and that he had been shot while he was Charlie always carried somethlnl? with him in the
trying to find out who it was talkinir. I didn't way of medicine, and he knew about the best
believe him, of course, and that's whv we brought thine: to irive him. He fixed up a dose. and the
man swallowed it, and then, after waitinir half an
him here."
"Oh, he would have tricked you all right," de- hour, they found that it did him a lot of good.
dared the leader of the vi1?ilantes. "He sartinlv The scout left some of the medicine and told
must be a putty cute man or he wouldn't have the attendant to give it to him every two hours..,.
been so lucky to keep from bein' caug-ht all this and that he would come around in the morni:;11?'.
"1 ain't no doctor," he said, as he was :ready
time. But we've irot rum now, an.' it OUlZ'hter be
. to iro, "but I've seen a lot of this doctorin' busiputty easy to a-it the rest of the irang."
"We11 a-et them for you. If we don't I'll make ness, though. I was in the army quite a while,
you a prese:;1t of the five hundred dollars you .iust · an' I happened to git putty . well acauainted with
a surireon. He let me know many thinirs that .he
l?'ave me, Mr. Boody. 'I mean what I say."
"I don't want the monev, so iro ahead an' 1?it didn't tell others, an' I've remembered 'em."
Wild and Charlie then went strai!!'ht back to
thP o·,mv if vou kin. You havi, l!ot the leader.
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their friends and found the camp in proper shape
and the supper about ready. Jim and the g-irls
wanted to know how they had made out. of course
and when they learned all that had taken place
ey were well satisfied, the girls especially so,
because they knew that Mme good had been done
the sick man.
CHAPTER IV.-Hop Gives Boody a Cigar.
The eveniing was well advanced by the time our
friends had eaten their supper. and they dec!decl
to turn in early, for Wild was anxious to cret
back into the gorge and hunt for the gang Jim
Skinner had been leading. The spot where they
had camped was some little distance from the
trail that entered the mining- camp. They had
turned to the left to pick out the spot they
sought, thinking it would be well out of the way
from any of the shanties or any one who might
be passing to and from the place.
The usual watch was kept, and thing·s pa sed
along quietly enough until .iust as Chevenne
Charlie was about to arouse Wild to take the
last trick for the night. Then a series of shouts
woke the stmness, and almost immediatelv all
hands were awake. Half a dozen shots followed,
and th.en the clatter of hoofs rang- out. It all
came from the cluster of shanties so close at
hand. and it was easy for the young- deadshot to
guess that the place had been visited bv a gang
of horsemen.
"Boys," he said. nodding to Charlie and Jim,
who had run to his side, rifles in hand, "It rather
strikes me that an attempt has been made to
rescue the prisoner. Whether it has succeeded
or not I don't know. I reckon we had ·better find
out."
Without saying· anything further he bounded
from the camp, Charlie and Jim following him;
they were just in time to distinguish the forms
of five horsemen who were riding swiftlv alonJi:
the trail into the gorp:e. They were too late to
stop them, of course and since Wild did not
offer to fire a shot his partners did not. either.
Several men were running- along on foot as if in
pursuit, and they soon met them.
"What's the trouble, boys?" the young- deadshot called out.
"Is that you, Young- Wild West?" came the
eager Query -from one of them.
"Yes, that's right, Mr. Boody," for the boy
recognized the voice of the leader of the viirilantes right away.
"Well. there's been the dickens to pay. A
raid has b~en made an' they come mighty near
g-ittin' awav with Jim Skinner. They was his
gang-, you 1.-riow."
"They didn't get him then?"
"No, I reckon not. But two or three of the
boys did. He's back there, shot. Rather . than
let 'em git away with him the boys opened fire,
an' put an end to him."
"Maybe that's better than hangin' him," the
scout remarked, with a shrug of the shoulde1·s.
"He had a gun in his left hand, an' he fired
twice afore they got him," declared Boody, as if
he wanted to let the young- deadshot know that
it was absolutely necessary.
"So they simplv made a raid on the shanty
he was in. eh'?" Wild asked, after a pause.

rr

"No, afore they done that they raided two
other shanties, an' I s'pose they've got awa\· with
·
a couple of bags of g-olddust."
"_That's. too ·bad. But I hardly think it woi;-th
while trymg to follow them tonight. We'll find
the l?'ang- some time tomorrow, you can be sure
of that."
The. boy spoke in such a cool and easy way that
the mmers were astonished. Evidently they had
expected he would give immediate pu.rsuit_~oody · even wanted them to g·et their horses,
while he would g-et his and ride on through the
g-org-e in the hope of catching the villains. But
wh!tn Wild told him how useless it would be to
try and get them in the darkness he saw into it
imd at once advised the others to give up the
·
idea of catching the raiders that night.
"The excitement is keeping- up all rig-ht Et "
the young deadshot said, as he -went back to the
camp and found his sweetheart waiting for him.
"But we won't be disturbed ag-ain very soon. so
you g-o back t!> the tent and finish vour sleep."
But n?t un~Il she had learned what had happened did Anetta obey. Then it was not long°?efore everything- was still again, with Wild domg 1uty as guard. In less than two hours it was
daylight, and_ shortly after th.at Wing, the cook,
arose and kmdled a fire to cook the morningmeal. Charlie and Jim appeared shortly after
that, and then it was not long- before the g-jrls
came out and made their wa}· to the tricklingstream that was so close at hand. The onl v
one sleeping- at the camp now was Hop Wah who
wa~ sometimef? called Young- Wild West's ~lever
·
Chmee.
"Wild." said the scout, when he had finis'1ed
washing and combhig his long, raven hair "that
. heathen acts jest as though he had been ~ut on
a spree last night. "It's mig-hty funny he didn't
git around to the whisky-mill: wasn't it?"
"It is somewhat strang·e. Charlie," our hero
answered, with a smile. "It seldom happens that
he keeps away from a place of the kind when he
has a chance to get there. Probably he wasn't
. feeling very g-ood last night."
"He didn't act as thoug-h he was," Jim Dart remarked, for he was standing- close enough to hear
the conversation. "But I'm pretty well satisfied
that he did not need anything- in the way of a·
stimulant last nig-ht. He found a canteen ·nearlv
full of whisky yesterday morning-. It had beei1
dropped by some one, I suppose, and no doubt
Hop thought he had enoug-h to last him."
"When did you find that out, Jim?" the scout
asked, lookinit surorised.
"Wing told me shortly after it ·happened. But
I f?rg_ot about it, and it never occurred to me
until Just now."
"T~at account~ for him _stayin' at the camp,
then, and Charlie shook his head in a satisfied
way. "I'll bet when he acted as if he wasn't
feelin' verv l!:OOd last night he was about twothirds shot."
"He may have been," Jim admitted. "But it
never occ~rred to me to think that way, for. as
I was sayml!:. I had forg-otten all about him findmg the canteen."
. "Well, I r~ck?,n I'll mig-hty soon wake him up,
sick or no sick, and so saying- the scout started
for the tent.
· But he wa, a little too late to give the China- ·
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man a, surprise, for a s he stooped to enter a voice Since he often served a s a ·heloer in such matters.
called out, cheerfully:
Wild told him all that had taken place.
"Um bad Melican man allee samee dead, len ?" .
"Velly nicee morning-. Misler Charlie!"
"What do you- know about it?" the scout re- he asked, with a shrug of the shoulders.
torted, disgusted at being- thwarted in his pur"Yes, that's right, Hop. I've 2ot five hundre<f'pose. "You don't know whether it's mornin', dollars that was offered for a reward for him.
will
Breakfast
here!
of
out
Git
noon.
nig-ht or
too."
be ready in a few minutes."
"Lat allee light, Misler Wild. Whattee you do
"Allee light, Misler Charlie. Me no feelee with um mone,Y ?" ·
velly goodee last nightee. and me no gittee asleen · "I haven't made up m y mind vet, but I'm quit
till velly muchee late, so be."
su:r,;e I ain not e:oine: to give anv of · it to you.''
Hon followed him out, a br·o ad grin on his
"Me no wantee. Me J?ottee plenty money. Me
yellow face.
gottee two. thlee th usand dollee. Pletty soonee
"Had .yhi.sky, didn't you?" Charlie said, 1-ook- me havee plentv more money. Me findee um
card-sharp, maybe."
in,r at him sharply.
"Perhaps you will. But see to it that you don't
"Allee samee plenty, Misler Charlie. Velly
Jroodee tandefoot, too, so be. Who tellee you cheat any of the miners out of their money. If
you do you know what will happen to you."
•
'boutee ?"
"Me knowee, Misler Wild. You makee me 2ivee
"Oh, I knowed it, all right."
"No, Misler Charlie,'' and the clever Chinee um money back, so be.''
"You bet I will. Now, then see if you can
shook his head decisively. "Y O\l no knowee. If
you knowee me ,rottee tanglefoot you wantee behave yourself while we stop here at the mining camp. We have ,rot a little work on hand
some. Me velly smartee Chi:nee."
' "Git out!" and the scout made a kick at him, today, and it may be that vou might be able to
missing him bv a _good foot a s he ran toward the help us out before we get through.''
"Me helpee ailee light. Me ketchee um bad
.
brook.
In a few minutes' he came back washed and Melican men. Me velly smartee Chinee. Me
ready for breakfast, or anything else that was shootee velly muchee stlaight. Hip, hi, li.oolay !"
He jumoed up and bee-an to flourish the big,
required of him.
"Better go and see to the horses." suggested old-fashioned six-shooter he always carried. This
action from him was anvthi,.,g but new, but it
• Jim Dart.
"Allee lie-ht, Misler Jim. But um horses lookee caused a -laugh • .iust the same. There was something- about Hop that was comical, an yhow, and
allee light. Maybe you see to Jem."
a'his was a fact, for Jiin and Charlie had al- he could always put them in a good humor. it
read y changed the positions of the horses so seemed. The breakfast was just about over with
when four men, one of whom was Tom Boody,
they might have fresh g-rass to g-raze upon.
·
were seen aporoaching.
Hop reall y had nothing to do now but to wait
"Good-mornin', Young Wild West!" Boody callfor the breakfast which wa s soon ready. When ed out, at the same time taking off his hat and
questi011ed by Wild about t he canteen of whisky bowing- awkwardl y, for he saw the girls ther-e
he had found he admitted it and declared that a nd knew of their presence at the camp for the
it was very good tanglefoot, too.
.
first time.
"Me feelee velly tired last night," he added,
"Good-morning!" our hero answered, in his
with a shake of the head, "and me no .1ro to um cool and easy way. "I supoose you are anxious
saloon. Me go lare pletty soonee, so be. Havee· to ,ret after the raidei:s.''
lillee fun. Maybe showee some magic tlicks. Me
"Well, we made up our minds that we wouldn'tvelly smartee Chinee."
~
do nothin' till we heard from vou."
"Yes, an' maybe you'll J?:it into trouble." the
"You shouldn't have waited for that. Go 1·ight
scout said, with a sneel'. "Xou're always doin' ahead, and try and ·catch them if you can.''
"If you mean that we'll git our horses an'
it."
"When me gittee in tlouble me allee samee strike rig·ht out through the gorg-e. The mail1dttee outtee um tlouble, so be. Misler Charlie." coach is due her e this arfternoon. an' it's about
There was a Jot of truth in this. The clever time for another hold-up, since there ain't been
sleiJ?ht-of-hand performer was able to make one in a bout two weeks. It's generally about
heaps of fun wherever he went. Sometimes he every two weeks t hat sich thing-s happen, you
•
would get into a serious difficulty, but he gen- know."
erally managed to get out of it - through his
"Is that so? I believe you said that the holdcleverness. He was a confirmed gambler, too, ups usually occur right close to the lone cabin. n
and was never better sati sfied than when he was
"Yes , that's the place where it always hapsitting in a game of draw poker with those who nens."
claimed to know all about the game and who
"What time is the mail-coach supposed to. be
were able to cheat without being detected. Such there?"
men invariably became his victims , for being
"Around three in the afternoon. if she's on -~
quick with his hands and smooth-tongued in his time.''
way he could cheat right before their eyes. Hop
"Good! I think we'll be somewhere around
had not heard the disturbance durinJ? the early about that time. Just let the raiders, a s you call
hours of the morning, and it was not until they them, undertake to hold up the outfi t and we'll
began talkinJ? about it at ln.-eakfast that he got make quick work . of them.''
"Goin' to shoot 'em down, eh?"
an inkling of the raid that had been made. He
"Not if we can take them alive."
listened to a11 that was said, and not havinl?'
enough information: he beJ?an a sking questions.
"Oh, I see! But maybe we kin ketch 'em this
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mornin' some time, or afore the mail-coach g-its
along-."
"Maybe you can. But I don't see how vou can
be anv closer to catching- them now than you
re before we caught the leader. You have
110 1clea of where their hiding--place is."
"No, that's the worst of it. If we only !mowed
where thev hang out it would be a mig-hty easv ·
thing to fix a plan to ketch 'em nappin'. But
the y don't hang- out anyWhere around the old
. in, Young- Wild West," and the miner showed
that he was positive whe,i. he made the assertion. "They jest come up there 'cause there's
plenty of rocks an' they kin hide till their victims
come along- an' then surprise 'em mighty quick.
Most likely they've got a hidin'-place three or
four miles or maybe more aw.ay from the old
cabin."
•
"Quite likely. Well, you fellows go ahead and
see what vou can do. You may meet us out
that way before vou get back."
Boodv seemed pleased at the wav the voungdeadshot talked; and turning to his companions
he gave a nod and said:
•"Come on, boy , I reckon we'll g-et our nags and
strike out. We'll trv not to follow the tracks
the horses. We have done it before, but I
have manal!'ed to gain nothing- by it. We alwavs Jose the trail, vou know."
· As the miners turned to leave the spot. Hou
Wah slipped away from the camp and followed
them.
Ofte of them happened to turn and, seeing- him.
called the attention of the others. All !!'rinned
then. Though a Chinaman was not altogether
an object of curiosity at the mininl!' camp th~re
was something that appealed to them as bemg
funn v about Hop.
"You're with Young Wild West, ain't yer,
heathen?" Boody asked, as he walked a little
slower, permitting the Chinaman to overtake
them.
/
"Lat lil!'ht," was the reply. "Me allee samee
Young- Wild West's clevee Chinee. Me velly
smartee, too, so be. Me gottee uncle in C~ina
whattee velly smartee, and me allee samee hkee
v uncle."
.
Then Hop calmly produced a big-, black cigar
from one of his pockets .and, striking- a match,
lighted it and began puffing awav as he walked
along.
. , h h ,,
"That's a g-ood cigar you're smokm , eat en,
Boorlv observed, looking- at it lonP-ins;rly.
"You wantee smokee ?" came the query, and
Hop quickly produced anothe:r cigar.
"Don't mind if I do."
"Me no g-ottee some more cig-ars, so be," Hop
declared, shaking his head to the others.
"Never mind, heathen," one of them retorted.
"We ain't s'posin' that you're g-oin' to treat us all
to good cigars like that. Bill is the leader here,
• an' if any one is to be treated it oughter be him."
Hop smiled blandly, and then striking a match
offered it to Boody, who nodded and proceeded
to light his cigar. Then the Chinaman suddenly
acted as though he was in a great hurry, and he
started walki;ig- rapidly straight from the shanty
saloon. He had not g-ot more than twenty feet
,away from the men when a loud report sounded
·and Boody uttered a yell and then sat down sudeenly, a cloud of smoke floatins;r about him.
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"Lat aliee light," the Chinaman chuckled, as
he hurried along-. "He no wantee smokee um
cig-ar velly soonee ag-ain. Lat cig-ar have plenty
powder in it. Make big-ee bans;r. Hip hi, hool.ay!"

CHAPTER V.-The Raiders.
In order to explain how it happened that
Young- Wild West and his friends were commanded to halt by Jim Skinner, the outlaw, it
will be necessary to g-o back to about five minutes before it occurred. In an underg-round
apartment ·directly beneath the deserted cabln
six men might have been seen sitting and standing about in the light that came from two lant erns that were suspended from the beams upon
which the flooring- of the building was laid.
There was a marked brig-htness .about the boards
and timber that had been used to build up the
interior of the cellar, as it mig-ht be called, and
this mis;rht 'have been quite enoug-h to convince
one that the underground apartment had not
been there when the log cabin w.as erected. but
had been formed later on. This was indeed the
case. The six men g-athered there had banded .
themselves toia-ether for the purpose of makinial'aids whenever the opportunity .afforded and also
to hold up travelers who passed throug-h the
irorge. The clever men who were scoundrels
throug-h and through were at the head of this
movement. One was Jim Skinner, who had been
elected leader, and the other a man named Jake
Mali. As far as tact and skill in villainy went.
neither had the best ol' the other, thoug-h there
misrht have been more of a personality about
Skinner, or possibly he._ would not have been
chosen to lead the band.
As the reader has learned, the raiders, as we
shall call them, had been very successful in their
foul work. But upon this nig-ht they were talkir.g- it over because nothing had turned up to
give them a good chance to make a haul in something- like a week. At the very time Young- Wild
West and his companions were inspecting- the interior of the log- cabin the villains were beneath
it, listening- to the footsteps of those who made
their way .about upon the fl~or overhead. It
happened that the floor was a very tig-ht o;ie. It
was a double floor, in fact, a.pd hence the lig-ht
from below could not be seen bv any one above!
When they had listened long enoug-h to hear female voices, Jim Skinner, who was a reckless
villain, to say the least, made up his mind to g-o
out and make a hold-up sin-,a-le-ha;ided.
When he proposed to do this Jake Mall shook
his head and advised that he should take one or
more with him. But there was a sort of rivalry
existing- between the two, and Skinner would not
g-ive in.
"From what I kin hear of 'em," he said, with a
positive shake of the head, "there can't be more
than three or four. More than one of them is a
woman or s;ral, too, an' if I can't make 'em all
hold up their hands an' hand over what tl1ey've
got I'm willin' to give up this kind of business.
Most likely it's a family movin' with a big- wae-on
to the dig-gin's. You iest wait here an' I'll be
back inside of fifteen minutes with all the money
an' valuables they've srot."

•
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All but Jake Mall were satisfied to this arranl!:'ement. But the latter said nothinl!:', however, and Jim Skinner went on out to meet ,the
fate that was in store for him.
In the underl!:'round place the five men waitinit"
for him to return were unable to hear the shot
that was fired by Younir Wild West.
Hence they had no inklinl!:' of- what took place.
They waited fifteen minutes, however, and then
Mall looked at the big bull's-eye watch he carried,
and with a nod of the head ·said:
"Well, boys, Jim didn't git back in fifteen
minutes. Maxbe he had a harder time of it than
he expected. He's got lots of nerve, an' he's as
full of l!:'rit as he kin be, but his head ain't none
too l!:'OOd when it comes to solid thinkin'. But
it's all ril!:'ht. You elected him leader, so what
he says has got to l!:'O- If he don't come back in
another fifteen minutes I'll make up my mind
tliat he won't come back at all. That's the way
I feel about it."
· "I hope you ain't riirht on that, though, Jake,"
one of them· retorted, speaking slowly. "Jim
Skinner is one of the best men what ever lived.
He knows his business, too. He's been runnm'
thin1ts right along, an' we've been makin' mon&.v
hand over fist. Why, jest see how he's fixed it
so we could raid the shanties of the miners in
Soft Spot an' never git .ketched."
"Huh!" exclaimed Mall, and then he gave vent
to a hoarse laugh. "Jest as if I couldn't have
made them arrangements myseTf. Why, more
• than half the times we've done anything I've
told him the best way to do it. But it's all
right. I ain't kickin' any. Jim is my leader,
jest as well as he is yours. I'm goin' to wait
fifteen minutes more, an' if he don't show up I'll
l!:'O out an' try an' find out what's happened to
him."
"
At this the other four started to play cards as
if they wanted to be engaged at something- while
waitinl!:'. Mall puffed away at his pipe and
watched them -in silence. Occasionally he would
look at his watch, and each time he did he would
shake his head dubiously.. At length the extra
fifteen minutes expired. Then Jake Mall quickly
arose to his feet.
"I'm goin' out now. boys," he said. "If I ain't
back in fifteen miflutes you had better come an'
look for me. That's wlfat Jim should have told
us."
•
He walked across the good-sized apartment to
a rough wooden door, and pulling it open stepped
into a naITow passage that was .iust about high
enough for him to ·pass without touching his
head. Reaching to a sort of shelf at one side, he
found a piece of candle, which he was not . long
in lighting. Then, without saying anything more
to those inside, he closed the door and. candle in
hand, started through the passage, which ran almost straight away and parallel with the trail. It
was not altogether a natural · passage, for it had
been straightened by the hands of man in different parts, though it had not taken a great deal of
work to make it possible. Mall continued on for
over a hundred feet, and then he emerged into
a cave of uneven shape, where half a dozen
horses were contentedly nibbling- away at hay.
He paused long enough to take a look at the
an imals, and then started on, muttering-, as he
did so:
.

"Well, Jim didn't take his horse, anyhow. ·That
means that somethin' has happened to him as
sure as it"Uns. Well, I don't care.· · Me an' him
has always been friends, but he seemed to have
the best of it in some ways, thoul1."h I'm sartin I,,
·know more about this kind of business than he
do~s. If he's l1,"one an' got caught it ain't no
one's fault but his own. But," and he shook
his head, "it seems funny that them what we
heard over our heads would be likely to ketch
hi~. There was too many females there for any ·
thmg like that. I s'pose he was about right
when he thought . it was some family what's
movhl' to Soft Spot to start in prosooctin'.
They've seen the Jone cabin, as every one does
when they come through the ll,"Or_e:e, an' most
likely they had an idea of stoppin' in it till mornin'. But not findin' anything in it but dust an'
cobwebs, they've gone on."
He had entered a continuation of the passal!:'e
now, -and a few yards further along he sawthe
faint light that was shed from the stars. Jake
Mall blew out his lii;rht, 'and putting the· candle
in a pocket of his coat, stepped cautiously on. and
the next moment was outside in the open air. He
listened for fully a minute. but could not hear a
sound that would indic;i.te the presence of a .
human being- anywhere at hand. Not surprised at
this, he gave a nod as though it was about as he
expected, and then moved along- among the rocks
until he was standing at the very spot where the
challenge had been made somethini;, like half an
hour before. But there was no one there. Jjj,ke
knew very well that if Skinner had attempted to
rob the travelers it was at this point where it
had happened. He stepped out upon the trail and
looked up and down. All was as silent as the
l1,"rave, with the exception of an occasional snappy
bark from a lurking coyote upon the side of the
mountain above.
"Mig-hty funny," he mused, as )10- turned and
went back behind the rock. "We all heard them
people g-o away not long after Jim went out. He
sartinly had time to git here an' be ready for
'em. l wonc;ler ·what could have happened; an:v-·
how ? _Blamed if it don't look as if they've 11:ot
him. I hope they didn't . .even though Jim is theleader. " ·'
Then it suddenly occurred to him that he had
better make an examination of the ground to
find out if there were any evidences there of ;1
strug·g-le. After again looking in both directions
and assuring himself that no one was near
enough to see the light, he struck a match and
lighted his candle. Holding his hand to shelter
it from the possible view of anv .one. he bent low
to the ground and Proceeded to make a close examiaation. . Suddenly an exclamation of dismay
came from his lips.
"By Jingo!" he thought. as he bent closer.
"This mark leads this way, too. Some one got
shot. I wonder if it could have been Jim? Yes,
it's been him, all right, for he was creepin' ,
around to git back to the passage under the cliff." ~
Sure enough, he was able to trace the specks
and, keepinl!:' low to the grouncl, he followed
them until he came to a spot where there was
Quite a little pool. Further on there was nothing. This told him, as plainly as if it had been
written out for him, that Joe Skinner had been
wounded and that he had · managed to crawl
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that far, but had g-one no further. Where. then,
could he be at that moment?
It was a puzzle, and Jake Mall shook his head
and stood bolt uorig-ht after exting-uishing- the
dle. He removed his hat and then scratched
his head, doing- his best to g-ather his wits so he
might ~ure out the mystery. After a while he
convinced himself that there was only one wav to
answer the puzzling Que tion . .and that was :that
S inner had been shot and had been followed to
, ne soot and made a prisoner. Well as he knew
the man it was ha rd to convince himself that a
small party of ordinary travelers with . women
with them could do such a thing. Yet there wa
every indication t hat such a thing had transpired.
"I'll take a g-ood look around." he muttered,
after remainin_g- there for full y five minutes.
"Mavbe he's fixed the wound an' has gone 0:1.
He ·might have g-ot into the cave where the
horses are an' died, for all I know. I didn't take
a l!:'Qod look around there."
Lighting the candle ag-a in he made a thorouirh
search of the nearb v vicinity, but without findingthe least trace of t he m::m he souirht. Then Mall
,'ltlve it up, being- firml y co:1.vinced now tha_t _the
le.ader of the band had been captured and spirited
away. Back he went throug-h the passag-e, pausing- long- enoug-h to look around the cave where
the horses were without finding- Skinner. and
then pushing- his wav straig-ht to the door of
the cellar. When he opened it a:1.d strode in he
found the four men there standing- uoon their
feet and looking- expectant.
"They got him. boys ," he said, sh.aking- ~i ~ head. "I sorter felt it in my bones that somethm,
like that had happened. They shot him first, an
he tried his best to crawl back bere, but couldn't
git very far. I found the spot i:ight _where _he
stopped. That's the end of the trail. which means
that they come an' got him, he not bein' able to
move any further: It could all have been done
mighty easy, boys, 'cause we couldn't hav~ heard
him if he called out to us. We couldn t even
hear a shot, as vou know. There sartinly must
ave been one fired."
"Great snakes!" one of the villains exclaimed.
as he started for a corner of the apartment and
seized a rifle. "I reckon we had better go an'
look for him. Somebody has been lucky enough
to ketch Jim an' he'll g-it the five hundred flollars what's ~ffered by the Vigilance committee
in Soft Spot. Maybe it ain't too late to save
him, Jake."
"Don't g-et excited," admonished Mall, coolly.
"If it's the way we think, Jim Skinner is ii)
Soft Spot bv this time, an' maybe his :1.eck has
been stretched. You know what them fellers
there would do if they g-ot hold of him. They
know him so well an' they hate him so for what
he's done that thev wouldn't have no mercy. It
ould be foolishness for us to go there to try an'
snt him risrht now. What should be done is for
one of u s to do a little spyin'. I s'pose there ain't
no one better for that purpose than I am. You
fellers stay right here, an' I'll take a ride over to
tHe camp an' try an' find out jest how thinirs is."
They were all willine- to give in to Jake Mall,
whom · they no doubt considered acting- leader in
the .absence of Jinl Skinner.
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Mall did not bother to tell them just what he
intended .to do. but after again advising- them
to remain right where they were until he returned, he went to the cave where the horses
were stabled and taking the one he owned he
put on the saddle and bridle and then led the
animal through the passag-e to the outsid,e. He
was very careful about g-oing out with the horse,
however, for he was not so sure that there mig-ht
not be some one lurking- about. But when he
had listened 10:1.g- enough to s.atisfy himself that
such was not the case, he mounted and then,
working- his wav among· the rocks until he reached the trail. set out at a canter in the direction
of the mining camp. The four villains waited
patiently in the secret cellar under the lone cabin,
.and after about an hour had passed they were
rewarded by the sounds made by some one returning-. One of them left the cellar and made
his way to the cave, and when he saw Jake
Mall calmly unsaddling his horse he nodded to
him and said:
"Well, Jake, what's the verdict?"
"They've got Jim, a:1' he is locked up," was
the reply. "I can't understand why they didn't
hang- him. But they didn't, and he's locked uo in
a shanty over there with two men on the watch.
I slipped around in the dark behind Robinson's
place an' I managed to hear e:1.oug-h to know
who it was that caught Jim. We've all heard
of this feller, but none of us has ever seen him.
I'll tell you who it was, Hank. It was YoungWild West, the Champion Deadshot. He caug-ht
Jim an' turned him over to the Vigilance committee."
"Git out!" exclaimed the man called Hank,
with a sort of gasp. "I reckon we're likely to
git cleaned out, that bein' the case."
"It looks very much that way. But don't l?'it
in a sweat over it. We'll go on in an' talk it
over. I reckon we'll manag-e to git Jim away
from 'em before mornin'. I've _g-ot a plan right
now. But," he •added, ilPe.aking somewhat fiercely, "there's somethin' more to be done. We've
g-ot to rid the earth of this kid they call YoungWild West in a hurry. If we don't he'll have
the whole bunch of us. Remember that, Hank."
"I'll remember it, all rig-ht," was the reply.
Two minutes later both had entered the cellar,
and the:1 an animated discuss.ion began. The
vill.ains grew much excited as it proceeded, but
they were all ag-reed upon two things. One was
that Jim Skinner must be rescued, and the other
that Young Wild West must be killed. It was
well along- toward morning when they set out to
make the rescue. for this the y considered should
be done first. They went on horseback as close
to the mining camp as thev felt it safe to venture, and then, dismounting, · proceeded to raid a
couple of the shanties. This was under the advice of the actine: leader, though the others did
not seem to think it wise. They were rhrht. it
seemed, for a miner was aroused who gave the
alarm, and before they could g-et away with the
prisoner after they had shot one of the guards.
half a dozen armed men pounced upon them and
there were some shots exchanged. They all knew
that Jim Skinner got the benefit of most of the
bullets, and. glad to g-et away, they rode for their
lives, finallv reachine: the secret cellar under the
lone cabin
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CHAPTER VI.-The Raiders Make an Important Capture.
Jake Mall reallv showed the most bravery of
the lot when the villains were forced to ride awav
for their lives. While he reallv wanted to be
leader, he had done his utmost to rescue Jim
Skinner. Of course, he mia:ht have been willinir
"to acknowleda:e that he made a mistake bv raidinir the two shanties before the attempt to
-liberate the villain was made. But when he
found there was no chance to iret away with the
prisoner, even thouirh one of the S?uards had been
shot and he had been let out of the shanty, he
was the last to ride away. He had seen the 1?Uard
,ro down, fairlv ·riddled. and orobablv there was
a certain deirree of satii>faction for him in it.
But if such was the case he did not express it
that way to the men. It was not until they were
well into the 11:'0rl?'e that he overtook them so he
could converse with themi
"A failure. bovs."· he called out, as he turned
his head after lookinl!' back over the trail. "We
:kin blame it all to Younl!:' Wild West, of course.
His comin' here has started our bad luck. We've
lost our leader, an' a mil?'htv l!Ood man he was.
Revenjz'e is the thinl!:' to look for now. There's
one thinl!:' Puttv sartin about it. We've l!Ot as
l!JlUlt' a hldin'-place as ever a band of men had
the world over. If we keep our eves an' ears
open ft will never be discovered, either. What
we must do now the first thin!? after we l!it
back to the cave is to roll the big- boulder across
the passa,ll'e riitht at the entrance. We've had
1t there a 11.'00d while, but I've never thouitht it
worth while t>ushin' across. Them who have been
lookln' for us so lonll.'· are nothin' more than fools,
an' not one of them ever come nosin' around the
J)assall,'e. There are so manv openin's amon2' t~e
rocks that even if they seen it thev woutdn t
thin1c ft led to a cellar under the old cabin.
"That's r!ii:ht, Jake," the fello'f called Hank
answered. "You know what vou're talkin' about.
It was a little mistake you made when you itot us
to raid them two shanties afore we let Jim out.
But It would have worked all rig-ht, thoug-h, if
that italoot hadn't woke up. He Yelled like anythln2', an' then I never seen men come aroun.d
130 fast.
Thev turned out of every shanty, 1t
13eemed."
"That's il!'ht," Mall admitted. "Maybe I made
a mistake. But the best of us are bound to do
that sometimes. I'm putty sure, though," and
he turned and looked over his shoulder again,
"they ain't started to follow us. They was runn1n' · after us on foot, but none of them had a
horse. I've been expectin' to hear the clatter of
hoofs an' the minute I do I'll know it's Young
Wild 'west an' his pard s comin' after us."
"They'll most likely come, all riJz:ht," one of the
others declared, as he started his horse at a.
faster pace, showing how much he feare d that
such w.ould be the case.
They kept on ridinir. and as thev came close
to the ,opot where the passag-e opened thev all
ettme to A halt and listened. Not a sound was
Jumr<l, 1!,nd then they knew they had not been
followed by horsemen.
"It'll all rkht, boys," Mall said. with a nod .of
1 athifactlon. "Dismount an' lead the horses maitle."

He Qui Iv dropped to the g-round himself and
waited until the rest had gone ahead before he
started to enter the oassag-e. In sin2'le file they
went in, and when Jake entered he found one of
the villains standing there with the lantern ready '
to light."
"Don't light that," he said, warninglv.• as it
touched his hand. "Jest 'cause we didn't hear any
one comin' don't say that no one did. We've got
mighty -smart people to deal with- now. an' I'm
l!Oin' to trv an' l!it the best of 'em afore an hour
has passed. I feel puttv sartin that Young Wild
West will come, so vou take · mv horse an' l!'0 on
in. I'm l!Oin' to stav right here with my rifle,
an' I'm l!Oin' to shoot the first man or bov I
see. That will be one way of l!ittin' revenge. If
two or three comes I'll shoot 'em all, an' I'll
make sure that I do, too."
Thev all appeared to be Quite willing to obey
him for not one of them possessed enough tact
to l~ok for the leadership. After putting- away
the horses the four made their way to the snu2'
oi:tarteis beneath. the cabin. Then there was
nothing- to do but for them to wait until Jake
came in. It was tedious waitinl?', however. for it
was daybreak before he entered.
- lli'
"I stuck to it faithfully, bovs," he said. with a
shake of the head. "But Youn!?' Wild West didn't
show up. No one else did. either, which seem's
sorter puzz!in' to me. This is about the worst
nil!'ht we've ever put in since we've been here, an'
I hope there won't be another one like it. Afore
tomorrow nig-ht I expect to have things strail?'htened O'ut. Young Wild West has l!Ot a couole
with him who kin fight an' shoot nig-h as well
as he kin. Them is the three we've g-ot to l!'ft
rid of. Me an' Jim was talkin' yesterday about
makin' a hold-up when the mail-coach comes
throu2"h this afternoon, but I don't know whether
to do it or not now.
"It wouldn't be safe, Jake," one of them
ventured, with a shake of the head. "The best
thinl?' we kin do is to stay riirht here."
"Then we was plannin' to show 'em what fools
they are over at the camp bv iroin' tonig-ht an'
raidin' the store. Me an' poor Jim talked it all
over an' we had it fixed jest right. I don't
kno,; as there's any use in changin' it, thoug-~,"
and he shook his head and appeared to be satisfied that it could all be done.
"Jest as you say, Jake," Hank spoke up. "I
reckon you ·have l!0t to take Jim's place now."
"I don't want to do it unless vou all agree to
it," declared Mall, as he looked around at the
sleepy four.
"I'm satisfied, an yhow," Hank answered.
"So am I." came from another.
"Me, too," a third declared.
"Who else could -do it as well as vou ?" the
fourth asked.
"Well, if it's unanimous, I'll take the ,i~b, boys,"
and Jake looked at them in a patromzmg way. _
"I s'pose maybe I'm caoable of doin' it jest as
l!ood as poor Jim did."
"Are you sure Jim got killed?" one of ~h?se
who had been first to ride awav from the mmm~
camp. the nil!ht before oueried.
.
"Dead sartin of it. The..Y pumped lead rilZ'~t
into him. He was the o.n e th~y wan~e1 to int
the most, it seemed. I was .1est gom to srlt
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him on my horse with me when two shots hit him
an' sent him rollin' on the 1?round."
"Then you're the leader for sure," was the
reply. "Jim was a l?OOd one, but maybe you'll
make out jest as well aF he did."
"I'll try, anyhow. I think I'll do somethin'
that he wouldn't have done if he was here. I
always believed in usin' the trapdoor over our
heads once in a while. It's a very neat affair,
an' we made it ourselves, as you know. If we
anted to 1?it out an' have a look around fa a
hurry all we've l?0t to do is to move the barrel
under the trap an' then open it an' climb up in
a jiffy. It's much Quicker that way than l?oin'
all the way throul?h the long- passa1?e. I reckon
I'll see if the trap is workin' all rig-ht. Then I'm
l?oin' to take a little nap, while a couple of yer
stays on the watch. The other two kb IZ"O to
steep, too. Don't s'pose you have been doin' much
sleepin' while I was outside, have yer ?"
"We've alt dozed a little bit, Jake," Hank answered. "\Ve couldn't help it, you know."
"Of course not. As lonl? as one of yer was
awake at a time it was all rig-ht. There wasn't
no need of yer all sittin' up."
"But we was anxious to know how you w.as
akin' out," one of them declared."! understand. It's all rig-ht, boyi;. - You're
l?OOd fellers, •an' I kin depend on all of yer. I
know that."
The villain then went to a corner and rolled
a partly filled barrel to the rear • end of the
cellar. Upon this he placed a short board, and
then promptly g-ot upon it. He could not staad
upri1?ht, for it was not a very hil?h ceiling-. But
he knew exactly what he was doing-, and soon .
slid back a wooden bolt between two of the beams
upon which the floor was nailed. This done, he
i?ave a push upward and a trap-door lifted. It
was not more than three fe et long- by two ia
width, but amply larg-e enoug-h for a man to g-et
throug-h. Jake straig-htened up and his head and
shoulders came above the floor of the lone cabin.
The door was closed but daylig-ht streamed
throug-h the chinks between the log-s and throug-h
some holes in the rQof overhead, and he could
see Quite well. The trap-door opened close to
the 11artition that went throug-h ::1earlv the center
of the log- building-, and not satisfied with looking around, the man drew himself upward and
was soon standing- upon the floor. Then he went
to the window at the end that was towar_Q the
mini;ig camp and looked ·out.
"Great snakes !" he excl.aime , excitedly, as he
started back in amazement. "What a lucky thingfor me to come up here. Blamed if I don't believe thing-s will l?0 our way now. There comes
somebody, an' I'll bet all I'm wo rth it's YoungWild West."
Sure enough, somebody was walking s teathily
along- the trail in t he direction of the lone shanty.
Mall had never see::1 our hero, but he had heard
him described pretty well, and he made up his
mind that it was no other than the young deadshot. He was rig-ht, too, for a s soon as they
had eaten an early breakfast Wild, Charlie and
Jim had set out on horseback for the lone cabin.
Of course, they did not ride rig-ht up to it, and
after dismounting- our hero left his two partners .
with the horses while he ve::1tured forward on
foot to make a survey of the scene. Jake watch-
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ed him :lj>r a few seconds, and saw how cautious
l}e was about approaching- the place.
"A clever kid he is," .he muttered, while a triumphant smile showed upon his face. "If I'd
waited outside a little long-er I would have seen
him comin', an' then most likelv- I would have
Put a bullet . throul?h him ri1?-ht · away. But I'll
do somethin' different now. I'll ketch him alive,
an' then ,rit rid of him afterward. It will b-e a
nice kind of revea,re to be able to tell him that
he ain't got· lonl? to live. Yes, that's what I'll
do."
.
The boy was yet fifty yards from the s oot, but
the trail beinl? Quite strai1?ht at that point the
villain had been able to see him at a much further
distance. Jake stepped back to the trap-door.
and 1?ettin1? upon his hands and knees, called out
softly to those below:
"Come up here, boys! Y6un1? Wild West is
comin'. Most likely he'll come ri1?ht into the
shanty, an' I want to take him alive. Come on,
Hank."
Consternation was shown by the four vil1ains
below, •but it was not lonl? before Hank came up.
He was followed by one of the others. and as.
another attempted to come also Jake warned him
to g-o back.
"Three of us will be enou1?h." he said. in a
whisper, as he went to the window.
He was just in time to see Wild droo upon his
hands and knees and start to creep toward the
shanty.
.
"Now then, boys," he whispered to his two
companions, "leave that trap open an' one of ver
git to the left side of the door an' the other to
the right. I'll hide ri1?ht here in the corner. If
he comes in all three of us must jump on him in
a jiffy. Do::1't 1?ive him a chance to shoot, 'cause
he's a s Quick as lightnin' with a 1?Un, I've
heard."
The two villains evidently did not like the job
ahead .of them very much, but they lost no time
in obeyin~ the instructions of their leader. Jake
stepped away from the window when he saw the
boy creeo :u;ound toward the front of the buildinl?. Then ne l?Ot in a cor::ier and waited. It
was not verv Joni? before a sound was heard at
the doo"i-. !!'hen it opened softlv and those on
either side waited, hardl y darinl? to draw a
breath.
Y oun,r Wild West t hen did the very thin!? thev
wanted him to do. H~ stepped boldly into the
cabin, and, as luck would have it, eatered the
room where the tr.ap was. As he gave a start at
seeing the openinl? there, Hank pounced upon him
from behind and caug-ht him by both arms. The
other man was ri1?ht there, and he grabbed him.
too, before Jake could reach the sPot. Wild knew
he had been trapped, and he made a desoerate
strug-1?le to free himself. But he soon found
how hopeless a task it was, so he ceased his
efforts and permitted them to handle him about
as they pleased. He had tried to call out, but
a hand over his. mouth prevented it, an"d now as
he was drag-g-ed toward the trap-door he knew he
was .in a serious Pli1?ht.
"Down with him, boys!" exclaimed Jake Mall.
hoarsely. "This is a g-reat streak of luck. His
pards must be back there somewhere, so we must
hurry up an' be ready for 'em when they come.
They'll wait a while: an' not seein' hi-en come
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back, they'll come alonir to look for htm. That's
a · putty sure 'thinir. Any one would do that, you
know."
· The two below lent their assistance, and the
prisoner was quickly taken down and thrown
upon the floor. Then while Jake remained above
on the watch, the others bound and 1?a1?ged ,the
boy so he was utterly helpless.

CHAPTER VIL-Wild Cannot Be Found.

---

Wild had hardly intended to start out so
early to look for the ganl?' of raiders. But his
two partners were so anxious to be on the move
that he decided to leave the camp rig-ht after
breakfast. As has been told. it was one of the
times whei;i the youn_g- · deadshot was cau,g-ht
napping. Of course, it was a rather risky; not to
11ay .daring-, thing- to do, anyhow, and w),.en he left
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart with the .horses
and .set out for the lone cabin Youn_g- Wild West
was very awake and on the alert. Still, he had
entered the shanty and walked right into the
traD that had been prepared for him. He had
not instructed his partners any further than that
they were to remain there until he returned, as
he was simply going ahead to take a look at the
surrou.1dings. When they had waited about ten
minutes without seeing- the boy come out of the
shanty, . Charlie and Jim grew decidedly nervous.
From where they were watching- they could see
the log- structure plainly. They had also seen
Wild enter it. But he had not come out. Tbe
door was half ·open, iust as he had left it when
he disappeared from their view.
"I don't know what's in there to keep him so
Jon_g-, Jim," the scout observed, with a shrug of
tl1e shoulders, as he looked at his ·companion
a.1xiously.
"You can't tell about that, Charlie," was the
1·epJy. "I am well satisfied that the cabin is in
some way connected with the hiding-place of the
gang or raiders. We didn't look it over closely
last nig-ht, you know. Probably W°ild is searchinR" for some secret door that may lead . to a
cave. Such thing-s have been found before, as
you know."
"I know that well enough, Jim. But it sorter
seems to me that after he found everythbg quiet
there he would come otlt an' let us come on to
belp him look."
"Yes, that's true enoug-h. Well, the only thfog
we can do is to wait a while, You know how
Wild is bound to have his way about thing-s,
and he always k.10ws .iust the right•thinJ? to do at
that."
"You kin bet your life he does!" the scout
declared, and then he settled down to wait a
little while longer.
Jim Dart .1ever once took his eyes from the
doo1· of the shanty. When another ten minutes
had s!Jl)ped by he was quite certain he saw
:it move slightly, as thouJ?h some one had pushed
the door a little closer.
"Did you see that, Charlie?" he asked, in a
,
whisper.
"What was that, Jim?" came the eager query.
The door moved. Some one is inside, there
and, of course, it must be Wild."
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"He'll be 'out, then, -putty soon, if that's the
case."
But they waited another five minutes and the
younR" deadshot did not show himself. Tbe
Charlie cauJ?ht sight of somethii1J?. It was
human form at the window. The sun hacl 2ot
UD high enough now to shed its beams fully
upon the window, and this enabled the scout
to see Solr)e one staiidinJ? a couple of feet back
from it, lookin_g- out. But he knew it was :a
YounJ? Wild West, for in the bright sun's ra.v
he could plainly see a blue color.
('Somethin' has happened as sure as guns!•
he exclaimed, turnin_g- to his companion. "There's
a sneakin' coyote wearin' a blue shirt lookin' out
of the wbdow there now, Jim. Jest take a peen
an' see if I ain't riJ?ht."
Dart Quickly satisfied himself that Charlie wa•
right. There was a man standin_g- back from
the window and watchin_g- the spot where they
were hiding. Jim's face paled sliJ?htlv as he
·
looked at his Partner and said:
"They've got him, Charlie. That's a sure thin.It.
The ganJ? must have been waiting in the cabin
when Wild entered it. · They -pounced uuon him
so quickly, no doubt, that he was unable to lei
us know what was up. Since that time they
have been waitinJ? for us to come up to look for
him. I can see it iust as we!( as if it was
·
all written out before me."
"So kin ,I. Jim. Now, then, ·do you know what
.
I'm J?oin' to do?"
The scout moved back a few inches, and threw
himself flat upon his stomach, at the same time
pushing- hi~ rifle over a roc)j:.
"Hold on!" exclaimed Jim, touchi.1g him on the
1,houlder sharply. "I wouldn't do· that if I were
you. Suppose we should hap-pen to kill Wild?"
"That ain't Wild 1,tandin' back of · that window," was' the retort. "It's one of them sneakin' coyotes, an' I reckon he's J?ot to die. Jest
as soon as I shoot we'll make a rush for the
cabin. Maybe there ain't many of 'em there, an'
if o.1e of 'em goes doWn the others might take a
notion to git away, instead of -puttin' up a fight."
"Don't shoot the man, Charlie. If Wild ha
anythin_g- to say about it he would tell you- that."
"Yes, I s'pose that's right. He never believes
in shootin' a galoot no matter how bad he is, unless it's done in somethin' like self-defense. All
right, Jim, I won't shoot him. But I'll tell you
what I'll do, thouJ?:h, I'll jest see if 1 can't come
close enough to him to give him a little scare."
Jim did not like this idea yery much, either,
but he said nothinJ?. He knew that the scout
was determined to fire a shot, so he waited to
see the result. Both cou1d see the form of the
man Quite plainly now. He was wearin_g- a blue
shirt, that was certain, and they could even see
a couple of white buttons on it. Charlie would •
very much have liked to shoot one of the buttons
for a bull's-eye. But that would mean the death .
of the man, so he had to look for somethini"'°
else. Just then the man at the window moved
slightly, and both the watchers could see he was
holding a rifle in his hand. That was enough for
the scout. He shut his. left eye and, takin_g- a
quick but sure aim, pulled the trigger.
. CranJ?! As the ·report rang out the man disappeared from the window in a twinkli..-ig.
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"You didn't shoot to kiTI, did you, Charlie?" and this encourag-ed them to make a fresh enJim asked, looking somewhat surprised.
deavor, and then almost before they knew it it
"No. The bullet didn't hit him, unless it hap- turned partly over, revealing- the -i>assai?e that
pened to dance oft' an' do it. I shot at the stock led to tho cellar under the cabin. Elated at
his gun, so the bullet couldn't have gone closer their discovery, the two shook hands.
than four or five inches of him. I hit what I
"Now, Charlie," whispered Jim, "we have l?Ot
shot at, all rig-ht, Jim, an' don't you forgit it." to use all the stealth we know. We don't know
"All rig-ht. Now they'll know that they needn't at what instant we might .walk right into a trap.
expect to catch us napping a s they did Wild. But It's dark through this passage. and it won't be
what will we do next, Charlie?"
advisable to Jig-ht a match. The best thin.I! we
· "Blamed if I know." and the scout scratched can do is to creep alonir on our hands and
bis head in a puzzled way.
knees and feel our wav as we go. I am confident
"If they have got a cave that's connected with that we'll soon locate the hiding--place of the
the log cabin there may be more than one way raiders."
to get into it. Certainly they couldn't take their • "So am I. Jim," was the retort. "You had
horses inside the shanty."
better let me l?O ahead."
"Not very well. If they was in the habit of
" If you wish to, go on. Charlie."
doin' that we would have noticed some traces of
The scout certainly did wish to, and
Quickly
it last night when we was lookin' around in moved past the boy and then climbedheover
the
there."
rock that had been overturned. Jim followed him,
"Yes, that's it exactly . Well, the only thing- and once at the other side the two crept along-•
we can do is to try and find another way to get through the dark passage, pausing- now and
to them. Where was it that Jim Skinner held then to listen. It was not very l'Onl? before they
us up last night?"
heard sounds that told them plainly there were
"Seems to me it was rig-ht over there bv that horses close to them. Then they came to the
big- rock."
cave where the horses of the outlaws were. There
"That's exactly where it was, Charlie. That's was a spilt in the rockv ceiling-, and throug-h this
enough light came for them to look around pretty
just where Wild shot him, too."
. "Might be that there's a way to git into the well. Charlie's face now wore a grim smile. and
cave or whatever it is somewhere near that spot, the way he held his revolver told plainly that it
would be bad for the villain who attempted to
then."
''It's worth tr ying-, an yhow. Come on."
bar his wa y. The horses looked around at them
Jim crept along- cautiously, so a s to be sure he in the innocent way of such animals, and then
would not be seen b y an y one watching from went on nibbling- at the hay which was piled
the shanty, and in less than a minute was rig-h
before them. Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart
behind the rock he had referred to. He saw crossed the cave to where the passage continued.
the stain s on the ground right away, and then
They were ready for anything- that mig-ht haphe knew he was right. When he had· pointed out pen now, and fearlessly they moved on through
the evidence to his companion, he creot ri.11:ht the passage until they heard a sound that caused
along, following the trail -the wounded man had them to stop. It was hardly what they had exmade. It was easy to do this without bein.l! seen pected to hear, if they heard anything, for a man
from the shanty, for the structure was now en- was singing as though to himself, and in a very
tirely out of ;,ight behind a big pile of 1·ocks.
low voice.
"Hear that, Jim?" the scout a sked, a s he leanWhen they came to the soot where the blood
had dried thev had reached the e11d of the trail. ed close to the boy and whisoered.
"Yes," was the repl y. "Let's .l!O and see who
ut that did not prevent Jim ·nart from makingthorou_g-h search in the vicinity. He could see it is."
They pushed on a little further and came to
several openings among the rocks at the foot of
the cliff, and, fearlesslv. he began investigating-. the door that opened into the cellar. Of course,
At length, a s he came to one of these that thev did not know it was a door until they
seemed to be blocked b y a very big- rock, his touched it. Then Charlie felt around until he g-ot
eyes fell upon a button lying- on the grou;id. Jim hold of a strap that was nailed to it, and after
.1rave a nod of satisfaction. If there was a button telling- hi s companion what he intended to do,
there it must have come from somel;>ody's gar- }ie pulled upon the strap and the door softly
ment. That being the case, a man had been opened. The underground place was lii?hted by
t here. Charlie crept up to him, and then Jim a lantern, and they could see a man sitting on a
box rubbinl? away with a rag- upon a rifle.
showed him the button.
"That's all rig-ht, Jim," the . cout said. "If
He was the only one there, and so cautious
we could move that rock I reckon we would find
had they been about opening the door that he had
a way to git where them sneakin' coyotes has not heard the least sound and was unaware of
took Wild. It ai;i't likely they've got him in ·the being watched. But he soon knew that he wa~
shanty. They wouldn't take no sich chances as not alone, for the scout never dallied about such
hat, 'cau:se they would be afraid we would 11:0
thi.ng-s. Leaping- forward Quickh•, Charlie coverck an' git some help an' bust the shantv all ed the surprised man with his g-un and in a low
to pieces."
•
but commanding- voice, exclaimed:
"Behind that rock is the way," Jim answered,
"Hands up, you sneakin' coyote! Don't ooen
now quite cool. "We'll see if we can't move it. your mouth. If you do I'll shoot vou as dead
)laybe it's not nearlv as thick as it appears to as a door-nail."
A startled cry came from the raider in spite of
Both then braced themselves and threw all the fact that he had been commanded to keeu
lbeir weig-ht again~t the rock. It moved slig-htly, still. He drooJ:!ed his rifle, but quickly threw up

•·"
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his hands. Jim was at his side in a twiriklinJ?,
and almost before the fellow was aware of it he
•
had been relieved of his weapons.
"Now, then, if you want to live two minutes
lonJ?er tell me where YounJ? Wild West is." the
scout said, as his fin1?er toyed with the trigJ!."er of
tbe revolver he was holdinJ!.' in his hand.
"They took him away to bury him," came the
reply.
"What!"
Charlie and Jim uttered the exclamation as if
in one voice.
"That's all I know about it," the prisoner said,
in a husky voice. "It was settled that he had to
die, so they took him out to bury him."
"They didn't kill him, did they?" Jim Dart
asked, fiercely.
"No. They -was goin' to do that when they
J?Ot to the place where thev was goin' to bury
him."
"Oh!"
Much relieved, Dart nodded to Charlie and
added: .
"I can't believe that they will succeed in killinir
Wild. We must get where he is and save him." ·
"Which way did they go out?" Charlie demanded, as he pushed the muzzle of his irun
riirht airainst the face of the prisoner.
"Up throuirh the trap-door," was the Quick
reply. "Don't shoot, please. I ain't done nothin'."
"Show us the way to iret up there, and hurry
about it. Your life isn't worth the snuff of a
candle if you show the least act of treachery!"
Jim Dart exclaimed.
The outlaw showed that he was Quite willinir
to do all he could, for he no doubt realized the
jeopardy he was in. Pointinir to the barrel that
was standinir dir.ectly under the place where the
door opened in the floor above, he said:
"There it is. Git up there an' you kin push
the trap open."
Jim leaped upon the barrel and found this to be
correct. and in very Quick time he was upon the
floor above.
"Make him get up here, Charlie," he said,
leaning down and noddinir to the scout.
"You bet I will!" was the reply.
But the prisoner did not have to be told to
mount the barrel. He irot up with amazing
Quickness and climbed to the floor above. The
scout followed him, and then irripping the prisoner by the right arm, he hustled him to the door
and went outside. Jim was riirht after them and,
pointinir a revolver at the outlaw. he said:
"Now, then, take us to the spot where they
intended to bury Youn£ Wild West!"
"I will if I kin," was the reply. "Come on."
Up the gorire he started, the two walkinl?"
alonl?' with him and watchinir him closely. When
they had gone a distance of about two hundred
feet they heard voices ..
"They're comin' back," said the prisoner. his
face tuminl?' white. "Most likely they've done the
job."
Charlie seized him and pulled him behind a
neighborinir rock, and .iust as Jim followed the
1. wo there four men were seen cominl?" in
stealthy fashion toward the shanty. Young Wild
\'~ est was not with them, that was certain. and
I

the hearts of Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart
almost ceased to beat.

CHAPTER VIII.-Disposinl?" of YoungWild West.
Younir Wild West's feelinirs as he was lowered
throuirh the trap-door into the cellar under t
lone cabin were far more of humiliation tha,
they were of fear. It iralled him to think that
he could have been foolish enouirh to permit the
villains to trap him so cleverly. But he was a
firm beli&ver in the old sayinl?' that "there is no
use in cryinl?' over spilled milk," so he Quickly
became as cool as ever and began thinking- of a
way to outwit his captors and turn the tables on
them. Elated at having succeeded in catchin~
the one he feared the most, Jake Mall strode
about the underground apartment with the air of
a great conQueror, pausinl?' now and then to say
somethinl?' sarcastic or make a threat to the boy.
Two of the villains were up inside the cabin,
and the other two were keepinir a close watch
upon their prisoner, even though he was bound
and gaj?'ged, while the leader showed how wcll
he enjoyed the whole proceeding.
"Boys," he said, noddinir to the two raiders,
"this is the greatest triumph of my whole life.
"It's the first time I ever met Youne: Wild West.
But I've heard enough about him to make me believe that he's about the most dangerous customer that ever lived, even though he ain't nothin'
but a kid. But when you look at him you kin
see that he must be mighty strone: an' Quick.
He'F, g·ot the cut of it. an' them eyes of his
oughter be enough to tell any one that he don't
know nothin' in the way of fear. He ain't afraid
of us now, even though he knows that he ain't
got lonir to live."
"Might better have fixed him when he come in
the shanty," one of them answered, with a shru~
of the shoulders.
"Oh, no," and the leader shot a glance at
him which told the superiority he felt just thell:
"That wouldn't have done at all. What we mus~
do is to take him to some place an' then put an
end to him an' bury him all at the one time • •
There's a mighty good place not vei· y far from
the cabin. You know where the deep crevice is
with the biir pile of dirt riirht at the edg·e of it.
Well, if he was chucked down into that an' the
dirt started he would be buried down puttv deep
in about three second s. That's what we'll do with
him, boys."
This was not at all pleasant to the ears of our
hero. But he did not wince or let on that he
really heard it.
"I'd give yer a chance to sa y somethin', Youn2"
Wild West," Mall finally said, as he stepped up
close to the helpless boy, " but I'm a little afraid
you might start to yell out. It ain't likely the
what you left back there somewhere thinks an.vthinl?' has happened to yer yet, an' the lonirer we
kh1 keep 'em thinkin' that way the better it will
be."
Wild, who was sittinl?' on the rockv floor of
the cellar, made no effort to sav anvthing-, for
he knew the gag would prevent him from doin~
anvthin2" more than mumblin~. Mall uttered a
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harsh laugh, and then began pacing ~ and
down the narrow confines of the cellar again.
Growing tired of this, he climbed uvon the
banel and made his way up into the cabin again.
"Seen anything?" he asked the two watching
men.
"Not a thing," was the reply.
"Well, there must be some one back there
waitin' for him, though it could be that he come
alone jest to do a httle spyin'. Maybe it's that
way, boys. We'll wait a while, an' if no one
don't show up we'll take Young Wild West out of
the shanty an' bury him in the hole that's about
three hundred yards above. You know where
it is, I reckon.';
• ·
They both said that they did. and seemed to
be satisfied with the way it was to be done. Jake
went on down into the cellar again. But after
waiting there a while he came back. He asked
them airain if they had seen an vthing of Young
Wild West's companions, and receiving an answer in the negative, he stepped over to the
window to get a look himself. He went con,=;iderably closer to the window than either of
the two· men had done, for they had been wise
enough to feel that if they should be seen by
some one on the watch a bullet miiht come
that wav. Jake Mall, however, did not eem to
think aiwthinl?' like this. He stood there in
i:;ilence for a few minutes, '!Ind then turned and
i-Said somethinl?' to his companions, after which
he picked up his rifle, which he had left leaning
airainst the wall, and went a little closer to the
window. It was iust then something happened
that he had not at· all fo.'"ured on. A sharp, stinging sensation caused by flying particles of irlass
hit him in the face and the report of a rifle
almost at the same time caused him to fall to
the floor as if he had been shot. But beyond
bavi;ig been hit by the tiny particles of gla s. he
was entirely uninjured.
"Gracious!" he exclaimed, as he crawled back
from the window. "I reckon they're there, all
right, boys. They must have been on the watch
an' they seen me through the window."
His face was as pale as death, and his companions had also turned Quite white.
"A narrow escape, Jake," one of them said,
with a shake of the head.
"Yes, I reckon so," was the rep!~•- "I won't
give 'em another chance to take a shot at me.
But whoever it was what fired that shot can't
be very good at- the business. Where did that
bullet hit, anyhow?"
"It hit the stock of vour rifle, Jake," the other
man said, pointing to the weapon, which lay upon
the floor."
There was the mark of the bullet, sure enough.
Jake shrugged his shoulders, and then crept
along close to the floor until he got the weapon.
"All ri_g·ht," he said, as he examined the tear
in the stock the bullet had made. "I'm glad it
didn't hit me. Now then, boys, we k;iow what
to do. Most likely it's Young Wild West's two
pards who are back there behind the rocks.
They'll be keepin' a watch on the shanty, but
they won't dare to come up close to it. 'cause
they know we're here watchin' 'em. They'll
think we're here, anyhow, even if we ain't," and
be gave a chuckle. "The thiny to do now it to
1rit rid of Youne: Wild West right away. All
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we've j('Ot to do is to onen the window at the
other end of the shantv, take him out that way,
an' hurry alone: to the hole-I- was speakin' of.
Then we kin drop him in an' cover him up. That
will be the last of YounJ? Wild West. Then when
we've done that, if his pards ain't showed up yet,
we'll sneak out throu_g-h the passaj('e an' pick 'em
oft w'hile they're watchin' this way. That's the
way we'll do it, boys.''
Havin.ir said this, he hurriedh• made his way
clown into the cellar. The two men there were
anxious to know what all the talking had been
about. They had heard the noise above them, but
the report had not reached their ears. When
Jake showed them where the bullet had hit the
stock of his riffe thev were amazed. The face
of Young Wild West lit llP with a smile, and
Jake, who happened to be looking at him .iu~t
then, did not fail to notice it.
"It's all rie:ht, kid," he said. "One of vour pards
tried to pick me off. But he was a niightv poor
shot. Maybe if it had been you it would ha.ve
been different."
Wild for_g-ot himself then and attempted to say
something. But this onlv caused a laug-h from
the leader and his companions.
"Git him upstairs ag'in," commanded Jake,
after waiting a few seconds. "There's no time
like the present, they say. an' we know for sartin
that nobody will try to come up close to the
shanty. They can't git close to it without sho"in' themselves, an' if they do that I reckon thev·n
be picked off Quick enough."
The two men hastened to do his bidding. Wlld
did not offer to make a stru.irgle, but permitted
himself to be lifted through the trap-door to
the floor above. Jake Mall then selected one of
the· men to remain on guard at the shanty, while
he went with the rest to put an end to the
young deadshot.
"Don't let 'em ketch you nappin', was his warning to the man who was to do the watchln1e.
"You're a good enough shot to drop 'em afore
they kin Jrit here, that's sartin. If vou ain't you
oughter die, that's all I kin say." .
"Don't you worry about me, Jake," was the
reply. "I've got a carbine here what's loaned
with fourteen cartridges, an' I don't care if half
a dozen of 'em started to come up at one tin,e.
·They would never e:it here, you Id.-,. bet."
A window at the opposite end of the· shanty
· was thrown open and one of the men climbed
throu.e:h it and dropped upon the ground at the
outside. Then Wild was lifted and pu. heel
throug-h, after which came Jake and the other
two raiders.
"Keep along close under the bank, boys," advised the leader, as the three were carrying- o:il'
hero alone: bodily. "Mavbe it would be jest a9
well to cut the rope that's tied about his ankl~
an' make him walk."
He hurried forward and, drawing his hunting-knife, Quickly did this.
"Now then, Young- Wild West," he said, giYin ai'
the boy a prod with.Tue point of the knife," Y0II
.iest walk along peaceful like, an' while you're
doin' it you kin say your prayers. You ain't
never e:oin' to have no chance to sav another
wore!."
The moment he had the use of his legs \Yild
made a desperate attempt to e:et away fro.QI
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them. But there were too manv of them to contend with, and he was oui,cklv thrown to the
,nound and overpowered. Then once more he
was put upon his feet and forced to walk alongin spite of himself. In this wav they kept along
close to the side of the g-ore:e. Wild turned ht;
head and 1.ooked back, but he realized right awa r
that there was no chance of Charlie and Jim
seeing- him, sin'te the lone cabin anti a . harp
bend close to it obstructed him from their view,
eve;1 if they were lookine: that way. It took but a
very short time to reach the spot Jake Mall had
selected for the burial of Young Wild West.
Close under an overhanging ledge of rock th re
was a fissure that was barely two feet in width.
It went on down as far as the eve ·could reach.
whj!n it narrowed considerably. It appeared to
be really a natural grave that had been pre-pared
for somebody. None of the four villain ' had
the least spark of "pity within their breasts, anil
when they surveyed what they considered would
be the last resting--place of Young Wild West,
the boy who had cau ed ~o much trouble throughout the Wild West for those · ,ho fought ag-ain,;t
law and order, they actually smiled and looke<I
at the helpless prisoner in triumph. Wild tried
to say something-. for he surel y realized that he
was in about a s bad a olig-ht as he had ever been
in his whole life. He realized that it would take
but a small effort to cause a big- pile of dirt to
descend into the• opening, and should he be
there at the time there was utterly no chance
for him to escape. Always cool and collected in
times when dang-er threatened, he lost his head
for a moment now, and made a desperate strug-_g-le, doing- his best to shout a warning- to his
partners. But the g-ag- prevented his voice from
being heard, and the four men being- pow.erful
fellows easily handled him.
"Down with him?" commanded Jake Mall, who
was smarting- from a bloy he had rec-eived from
the elbow of the boy. "Put an end to him Quick.
Git ready to shove the dirt down. Now, then ,
let him go!"
A gasping cry reached their ears as the dashing- youn-g· deadihot was dropped Into the fissure.
Then Jake Mall rushed to the pile of rlirt and
be_gan kicking- at the edge of it with his feet.
One of the others g-ot almost on top of it and
beg-an shoving the loosened dirt downward. In
le. s than a minute it began pouring- down in a
steady stream, and then a few more pushes anrl
kicks · sent nearly half the pile into the fissure.
When the y looked down and saw that the opening- was parth' filled by the dirt, and that th re
was nothing to be seen of the boy who had been
so cruelly dropped there, they felt that thev had
accomplished their fiendish work, and were ready
to return to the cellar. Perspiri.-ig- from his exertions, the leader turned to the three with him
and said, hoar. ely:
"That's one of the g-reatest jobs we ever done,
boys. Now, then , if we kin only git his two
parcls everything will be all rig-ht. I'll bet there's
men jn different parts of the countrv would be
immensely g-lad if they knowed what we have
done. Young- Wild West has been one of the
most dan.l("erous fellers to people like us that
ever was known in these parts. It's a R'Ood thinl?
he died young. for there ain't no tellin' what he
mii.rht have done if he had lived to be fifty, when
a man is s'pose<l to be at his best."

There was no reply to this. It seem d that for
the fi rst time the raiders fully realized the e.10rmitv of the crime they had committed. They
looked at each other eva ively, and did not seem
in all\· l111ru about returning- to the lone cab in.
Jake no,iced this, and he we11t arid sat dovrn upon
a rock and waited for them tu make a move. It
was fully five minutes before one of them did
this. Then he nodded to the rest an<l said:
'"I'm g·oin' on back. Let's g-it the other two an'
have done with it."
''That's the thing- to do, Hank," exclaimed the
leader, his face lighting· up with satisfaction. "I
m~de up . my mind I'd wait until some of ver
made a start."
The four then started lowlv to make their
way back to the starting- point, taking care to
keeo as close as possible to the side of the
gorge. When they were a little over ,half-way
to the cabin the man called Hank gave a violent
st~rt and exclaimed:
'·I jest seen some one doclo-inl! behind the rocks.
It looked like our pard, but I ain't sure ."
"What?" exclaimed Jake. as he came to a .
sudden stop. ··What',: he comin' up this wav ·
for?"
" laybe he's fi..."Xe_d Young- Wild West'. partners
an' he' comin' to look for us," suggested one
of the others.
"We didn't hear no shootin', did we?''
"No, I didn't."
"Well, then, that couldn't be the ca. e. But
are you sure, Hank, that you seen somebody?"
"It looked miirhty much that way."
"All right, we'll l!:O rig-ht on. That's the only
way to do it. Keep yo ur eyes open, that's all."
Jake was readv to lead, so the others were
willing- to follow.
He started on, watching out sharply, but failed
to see any one, and finally came to the Jog- shanty.
"I reckon you must have been mistaken,
Hank," said the leader, as he looked at the man
and lal.lg-hed.
"Mavbe I was. I mie:ht have been thinkin'
about ·o ur pard at the time. That's what made
me feel as thoug-h I seen him jest then."
Thev climbed in through the mall window,
and soon discovered that the man who had been
left ,there to watch was missing-. The trap-door
was open, of course, so Jake went to it and
called out below. But there was no answe1·.
"I g-ue. s I must have see;i him, after all."
Hank . aid, with a sort of triumph.
"It seems that way. I won"cler where Bill kin
be. anyhow?"
A he aid this the face of a man . howed at
the window they had just entered, and a voice
called out:
" Hello, boys! What's the matter, anyhow? I
reckon I'll be with yer in a jiffy."
Then the face disappeared, and the man they
had missed went around and entered the shanty
by tbe doorway.
" What was you doin' up there a little while
a~o ?" Hank asked. a s he pointed out the direction.
"I was lookin' for you fellers. I had somethin' to tell you that would make you feel l?Ood."
"What did you have to tell us, Bill?" Jake
asked, ea~erly.
"Well, I wanted to tell ver that Young·· Wilcl
West's two pards is dead."

...
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"What!"
The four men looked at him in amazement.
"That's right," the man declared, shaking his
head in a positive sort of way. "Maybe I didn't
do jest what you told me to do. Jake, he went
,on, ·not looking at the man he was speaking to.
but keeping his eyes turned toward the floor,
"but vou hadn't hardly gone from here when
Young Wild West's two pards come sneakin' up
the gorge. I raised my rifle to shoot 'em. but
somethin' told me not to do it, so I waited. I
had 'em dead to ri,wts, anyhow, you know. In. tead of comin' right to the shanty they kept
over on the other side, an' it struck me all of a
sudden that I oui?:hter foller 'em an' see what
they was up to. You know where the hole is
ove1· there, don't yer?"
"Yes," they all answered in unison.
"It's a bigger hole than the one you chucked
Young Wild West in, I reckon, an' I s'pose it
would take a heap sig}-lt more of dirt to fill it
up. But it's jest as deep, that's sartin. Well,
Young Wild West's two pards went down that
hole. an' I pushed 'em in."
"Hooray!" cried Jake Mall, taking off his hat ·
and waving it excitedly over his head. "This is
the luckiest day we've ever had in our lives,
boys."
Then the villains actually made the rafters of
the old cabin shake from the cheer they gave.

CHAPTER IX.-Wild Is Saved.
Though both feared that Wild had ~eally be~n
put to death, neither Cheyenne Charhe nor Jim
Dart lost their heads when they saw the four
men returnin,e-. The scout quickly pressed the
muzzle of his revolver asrainst the prisoner's
head and said:
,
. ,
"You have got one ch,.nce to live, an' Im gom
to give it to yer. We'll .hide am?ng the rocks
here till them galoots go past, an then you go
back to the shanty an' tell 'em that _we're deaf
That will give -us a chance to find W1l_d. , I c~n t
believe he's dead, even though they d1qn t bring
him back. Do you want to live, or do you
want to die, you sneakin' coyote?"
"I want to live," was the reply. "I'1n-willin'
to do anything you say. I'll help ver ketch the
rest of the gang, if you'll promise that there
won't be nothin' done to me. I don't like. the
way things has been goin' on, anyhow. I didn't
say much, but I didn't believe in killin' Yo~ng
Wild West. I know what they've done to ).um,
an' it may be that he ain't dead. They was goin'
to chuck · him down the fi.ssure · an' then tumble
some dirt on him. He couldn't drop more than
fifteen or twenty feet, anyhow, 'cause the fissure
ain't wide enough for that. But the dirt might
have smothered him, though. That's the only
thing."
The man shook his head in such a way that
Cheyenne Charlie was instantly convinced that
he was sincere in all that , he said.
"We'll let him go, Charlie,- and trust to luck.
We can't waste a minute in looking for Wild.
You have got your rope with you and we can
easily find the spot, I suppose. Let this fellow
,ro on back and tell them some sort of a story
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be expecting to be disturbed by any one, and
we'll give· them a genuh1e surprise later on.
I am sure Wild would have it this way if he could
only tell us his wishes right now. I don't believe
he's dead, either, Charlie."
The flash in Dart's eyes told that he did not.
and probably this was due to the fact that so
many times had appearances indicated that
Young Wild West had been ruthlessly slain when
it invariably proved that he was riot even harmed, that Jim could hardly believe such a thin~
now .
· · Both knew it was taking quite a risk in lettinit
the fellow go, but it was a desperate situation
that confronted them now and they had to take
the chances. The moment the released raider
had started back for the lone cabin Charlie and
Jim began hurr~·ng- m the directiol). the four
villains had com from. They were cautious in
their movements ven thouirh thev were greatly
excited, so they k pt alon_g close to the bank, just
the same as the raiders had done in _going and
coming. In a few seconds they reached the spot
where the evidences of the dirt havinit been
tumbled into the opening showed. Both dropped
upon their knees and bent over the openinir.
"Wild! Wild!" Charlie called out, excitedly.
A faint, _gaspin_g cry came from below. The
scout leaped to his feet and was about to give
vent to a shout of joy when Dart placed a hand
over his mouth and exclaimed:
"Don't Charlie, don't! You forget that we are
within hearing of that gang."
"That's right, Jim. But, great _gimlets! jest
think of it, Wild is down there an' he's alive. Git
that rope around me; hurry up!"
The lariat which he usually carried with him
on such missions was Quickly placed beneath his
arms, and then picking out the widest part of
the opening- he slipped downward, Jim lettinit
him drop by degree's. The scout's feet soon
touched the dirt, and as they did so there was a
rattling as it became dislodged and went on down
toward the bottom of the deep opening. A little
further down and Charlie't feet came in contact
with something that was moving. This time he
did utter a shout, but it was not loud enoue:h to
be heard very far from the spot. Jim again
cautioned him to keep cool. and then let out a
little more of the rope. Charlie placed his knees
in such a position now so he could wed.e:e himself to keep from s1iJlping any further down, and
then leaning- forwara he beg·an dig-ginsr the dirt
away with his hands. He was rewarded in less
than ten seconds by seeing the face of the g-agg-ed
boy. The first thing he did was to tear the gag
away, and then a voice exclaimed, fevently:
"On time again, Charlie! I thought I was a
goner this time sure."
Wedg-ed in the narrow fiss'bre, Wild had put -in
a terrible experience. When the dirt came down
upon him it pushed him down tighter, but there
was no danger of his going- any further, for it
was not wide enough to permit it. But luckily
for him the dirt did not smother him, though it
covered his form sufficiently to make the villains
who had committed the fact to feel that they had
accomplished their foul purpose.
By shaking- his head, which he could move Quite
l'eadily, the boy had mana.e;ed to .e;et the dirt
away from his nostrils, so he had }?een able to
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breathe fairly wel1. Now when the 1?a1? wa
out of his mouth his lungs filled in the proper
manner and he was able to lend all the a ssistance he could to extricate himself from the t errible position. But the scout seemed to possess
extraordinary strength just then, and it was not
long before he had raised the boy so he was in
something like an upright position .
Then_ h,is hunting-knife was bro ue:ht into play,
an~ Wild ~ ~ands were quickly freed.
You amt hurt very much, are you, Wild?"
he asked, anviously.
"Only bruised a ·little, Charlie," was the re1>ly.
"I don't want another experience like that ve1:v
soon ag-ain, I can tell you. It's not the first
time I have been about fini shed. But it seems
that I was not born to die in anv such stvle. I
reckon I arrr a s a-ood as' ever. Charlie."
·
Then ha lau_g-hed li_g-htly, and the scout became reassured.
"Git yourselt together, Wild," Charlie said,
after a pause. "I've _g-ot a _g-ood position ri_g-ht
here now, an' if you kin climb on my shoulder 3
Jim kin let down the other end of the rope an'
make it fast up there an' then pull you up."
But Jim, \tho could see as well as hear them,
had already made the rope fast, and the words
were scarcely out of the scout's mouth when the
other end of the rope came down.
_ "Tie it around you, Wild," came the su_g-_g-estio;-i
from above. "I'll have vou up here in a jiffy."
"All ri_g-ht, Jim, old boy," the voung- deadshot
answered, in his cool and easy way. "I reckon
you'll find me .iust as _g-ood as ever when I _g-et
up there."
Then he was not lon_g- in fixing the rope about
his body, and givin_g- the si_g-nal, his brave boy
partner pulled him safely out of the fissure.
The two shook ha;-ids: and there were tears in
the eyes of both as they did so, for thev had
been tog-ether so long- that they loved~ each.
other as brothers might have done. It was -not
long before Charlie was pulled up, and then there
was another handshake, and the scout could not
be prevented from executin_g- a few steps of an
old-fashioned jig. But sudden! v both Charlie
and Jim noticed that Wild had quite a cut in his
forehead. It was not bleeding a _g-reat deal. for
the dirt had clogged it up.
"Somethin' must have hit you there, Wild,"
the scout said, a s he took the boy's own handkerchief and began taking care of the .wound.
" A stone struck me, I think, when the dirt
came down," was the repl y.
"All right. If we kin onlv srit to some pla ce
where there's a little water I'll soon fix you up.
We'll fL,d water right around here !lomewhere.
Come on."
Then with Jim ~n the one side and Charlie on
t he other, the young- deadshot went along- rapidl y
further away from the lone cabin. 'They did not
have to go a 1neat distance before the y found
a trickling stream that came down from the
rocks above. Charlie spent about ten mi;-iµtes
dressing the wound, which, though not serious,
was one of the sort that must be taken care of.
While the dressing- of the wound was g-oin_g- on,
Jim had brieflv related what had happened. Our
hero shook · his head when he heard that the
pri,:oner thev had captured had °!)een e:iven his
liberty.

"The chances are, boys," he said, "that he will
for_g-et his promise to you. That means that we
have got to be on the watch. Let me have one
of your revolvers, Jim, and if anything- happens
I'll be able to give an account of mvself."
Dart promptly gave him the weapon, ancl when
the boy had examined it to make sure that the
chambers were all loaded he _g-ave a nod of satisfaction and drooped it into the holster at his side,
for his belt had not been removed from hin1 when
he had been disarmed by the raiders.
At that very moment the sound made bv approaching- horses came to their ears.
"Great g-imlets !" exclaimed the scout. runningout from the bank so he could see down the
gorge. "Who's comin'. I wonder?"
·
Wild a_nd Jim followed him, and just as they
got to h1s side they saw three riderle s horses
approaching- at a canter. But that was not all.
They were their own horses. ani:I .iust then a man
wa. seen running not far bel1ind them, acting
very much as if he was trying- to catch them.
"Hooray!" cried the scout, excitedlv. "There's
the _g-aloot we . et free. Sorter looks to me as
though he's chasin' the horses here so we kin
git · 'em, blamed if it don't."
"We'll catch them lor him, bovs," the youngde~~lshot aid, in his cool and easy way. ''Come
on.
The boy turned and ran a little up the l?orge
and then uttered a sharp whistle. Insfantly Spitfire, the sorrel stallion, pricked up his ears and
came to a halt. Wild gave another low whistle,
and then the animal saw him and promptly came
trotting toward him. The others halted · before
they went very far, and , eeing the sorrel turn in
that direction they · naturally followed.
Our three friends had the animals in their possession when the man called Bill, who had given
his Promise to assist them in catchinl!.' the rest of
the gang if he would be granted his freedom,
came running- up.
"He's alive, eh?" was the first thing he said, .
as he looked at the boy who had been buried iu.
the fissure. "I'm mig-hty glad of it. Everythingis all rig-ht. I've fixed things up in -fine ·shape.
I told 'em I buried you two fellers in a hole
back there on the other side of the g-orge. They
believed it, an' Jake Mall told me I was a mightv
smart g-aloot. I didn't dare to look him in the
eyes when I was talkin' to him, 'cause if I had
he mi_g-ht have. k;-iowed I was !yin'. But it worked
all rig-ht, an' when I o.ffe1·ed to go an' git your
horses he told me to do it, an' take 'em through.
the passa_g-e to the stable in the- cave. I g·ot
your horses, all rig-ht, but in tead of takin' them
there I started 'em up this way, an' then I run
after 'em like anything-, makin' out I was tryin'
to ketch 'em. I wlfs afraid Young Wild West
was dead, but I see he ain't, an' now I'm about
as ha1my a s any galoot ever could be in his
whole life."
CHAPTER X.-Catchiiu!: the Raiders.
Young- Wild West had been watching the man
closely, as well as listening to everythin_g- he said.
When Bill, the reformed raider, had concluded,
he nodded to him and saitl:
"I reckon you have started on the right trail
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at-last. I sup-pose :vou have been on the wronir
one quite a Jong- time."
"Most likely I have.'' and Bill shruirl!ed his
shoulders ahd · looked ·somewhat confused. "But,"
he added, brig-htening- up a Ii tle, "I didn't know
no better, I s'pose. I l!Ot in with the kind of
men what believed in doin' anythinir they wanted ,
to do, an' it seemed mighty easy like to dt alonir
that way. I've knowed Jim Skinner an' the rest
for about a year. I can't say I _a in't had a putty
l?'OOd time while bein' with 'em, thouf!'h I've ·oft~n
felt as thoug-h I'd oug-hter be somewhere dom'
honest work for a livln'."
"All right. I'll see to it that nothinl?' happens
to vou. You can depend on that," Wild assured
him.
_ "Thank yer for sayin' that, Younit Wil_d ~est,"
and the man stepped forward rather hes1tatmg-ly,
putting out his hand as he did so. ·
.
Wnen he found the bov was willinir to take it,
and when he 1·eceived a . hearty grip, his face
fairlv beamed.
"I didn't think as how you would want to
shake hands -with sich a feller as me," he declared, stc.mmerinily. "It makes me feel all the
better for it, an' I'll tell you ag-'in that I'm awful
J?"lad they didn't kill yer. Somehow I wasn't sure
that tliey would, if they chucked you down that
hole while you was alive. I'd took -putty J?"ood
notice of that place, .an' I knowed anythinit as
biJ!:' as the body of a man wouldn't J:\'O so verv far
down. It narrowed in the further it went down,
you know. But when they come back an' said it
was all over I believed 'em."
"It's all right now. I am just as .e:ood as ever,
only that I haven't got the two revolvers and
rifle and knife that belonJ!:'ed to me-;!"I'll see to it that you git 'em, Younir Wild
West" Bill assured him, earnestly. "I s'pose I'd
bette~ go back an' make out that I didn't ketch
the horses." ·
"Yes, you can do that."
·
"But I don't like to ito back, thouith," and th e
man hesitated. "I'd be satisfied to stick to you
right now." ,
·
,.,
- "It would be better for you to go bacli:, I think.
If it comes to a fig-ht you can kee-p out of the
way; I reckon."
,;I don't know whether I'll g-o or not. I miJ!:'ht
stay away an' make 'em think I'm tryin' to ketch
them horses, . even if it takes me an ho-ur or two.
· By that time you could have 'em all."
"No," and the younJ!:' deadshot shook his he_ad.
"We would have a rather slim chance of gettmll' them by J!:Oing- after them now. Even if we should
rnanag-e to surprise them in the cellar under the
house there would likely be a .fight. My- id~a
is to wait until they coi:ne out, and then go m
there · and wait for them to return. Don't you
think they'll come out at all today?"
"Oh, yes! I'm putty sartin thev mean to hold
up the, stag-ecoach when it comes alonir about
three o'clock."
"They are, eh? Well, that's a pretty lonJ? time
to wait. But I reckon we can stand it all right.
There isn't a short cut to_ iret from here to Soft
Spot, is there 'I"
"No, you couldn't J!:'it there without iroin' past
the lone shanty, as we call it."
, "Well, if it could be arranged ·so that there
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was no one in the shanty at the time we miJ?ht
J?O l)ast by letting our horses walk."
· "I'll tell you how we kin fix it!" exclaimed Bill,
after he had thoul?'ht for a moment. "You wait
right here an' I'll R"O back there. I've found out
that I'm puttv. good at actin' a: part, an' I ain't
afraid to iro rig-ht on till this thinir is throul?'h
with. I'll fix it so that I'll stay on watch at
the shanty, while the rest is down in the cave.
·wnen the coast is clear, as t11ey say, I'll come
out an' wave my hat. Then you kin iro on an'
riae back to the minin' camp, if you want to ,i:o.
How wiir that do?"
"That will be all right. Go ahead at once.
There's/ no need of our stayinit here until three
o'clock this afternoon."
The vounJ? deadshot was thoroug-hly satisfied
that the man would -stand by everything he said,
~o he did not hesitate to let him start off for
the lone cabm a.e:ain. Leavinl?' Charlie and Jim
with the horses, Wild crept across to the other
s-i<le of the J1:orge and found a place from which
he could see the loir structure quite plainly. He
waited there for perhaps fifteen minutes after
Bill had irone, and then he had the satisfaction
of seeinir him co,Jne out of the door of the-- cabin
and wave hi& hat. Risinit to his feet he ran
forward a little and !!'ave an answerinJ!:' siiml\l,
and then hurried to his partners.
"Come on, boys," he said. "We'll J?'O back to
the camp now."
All three mounted their horses and rode all
the way at a walk past the shanty where Bill
stood in the doorway. smilinit assuring-ly.
They went on, keepinit their steeds at a walk,
until they were far enou.e:h away to proceed a
Jlttle faster, and then it was not a g-reat while
before they reached their camp at the outskirts
of Soft Sopt.
When Arietta saw Wild with a bandaJ!:'e about
hi~ head she grew somewhat excited, but after
beinJ? assured that it wr.s only :>. sliJ?ht wound,
she calmed down and demanded to hear a recital
of what' had · taken place. Wild told his part of
it, and then left it to Charlie and Jim to tell
theirs, and the result was that the itirls quickly
understood the -whole thing-, and were eag-er to
have the thinJ!:' finished. During the noon hour
Tom Boody, the leader of the vigilantes, and
half a · dozen others came to the camp 'and made
inquiries as to what progress had been mad~.
"Mr. Boody," Wild said, in answer to his
questions, "you g-o riitht on with vour work and
take things easy. You and your men needn.'t
take any part in this. I would rather you wouldn't, too, for we have things fixed just rig-ht,
and I'll guarantee you that before four o'clock
we'll brinJ?" the rest of the raiders here. either
dead or alive. So convinced am I that this will
be the case that I am willing to wairer the five
hundred dollars you .e:ave I!).e for catching Jim
Skinner."
''J wouldn't bet no money . with you, Y Oun.I!'
Wild West," the miner retorted, with a lauith.
"I kin tell the way you're talkin' that you would
be a sure winner. All riJ!:'ht, you iro right ahead.
I've g-ot enough confidence in yer to let vou do
it. Neither I or any one else will leave this here
place. We'll go riitht on with our work ti1l we
hear the stage-coach comin', an' then you kin bet
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we'll be on hand in front of Robinson's place But they got to within a hundred feet of the
to-find out what's happened."
spot where Wild had been buried alive, and
It was quite a little· after two when Wild and • then they did not have to wait but a few seconds
his partners J?Ot ready to mount their horses before the lumbering- old stagecoach. drawn by
and start out to catch the rest of the raiders. four mules came in-5i1rht. The driver was riirht
As they were leavinJ?, Hop Wah, the clever , on time, and he was- flourishing- his whip as the
Chinee, came up, leadinl? his piebald cavuse.
~ules came iralloping along- the trail. Suddenly·
"Me l?O, too, Misler Wild;" he said, lookinJ? at f!he four villains sprang- out with leveled rifles.
the younJ? deadshot, pleadinJ?ly.
and the driver reined in the mules in double"All ruzht. Hop.'' was the reply. ''Maybe you quick time, at the same time putting- on the
can be of a little assistance. I don't know as brake. It happened that he did not have a passyou will be needed, though," he added, shaking- en.e:er, but the vehicle was loaded with boxes and
his head. "But it's all riJ?ht, if Charlie is willinJ? bundles. There was a man with him actinl? as
guard, but he was taken by surprise, too. and
to let you J?O."
So Hop mounted his horse and the fom· ~t out, the result was .that the raiders had no trouble to
ridinJ? leisurely alonir the trail through the speak of. While two of them covered the two
11:orge. When they J?Ot pretty close to the en- men the other two went over the baggage and
trance to the passaite, Wild came to a halt and selected what they wanted to take. It happened
looked at his watch. It lacked about twenty that several rolls of carpet were in the express,
minutes to three, and he knew pretty well that and these seemed to appeal to the villains. They
the raiders had either left their retreat or would took: the mailbag• and the rolls and then persoon do so. Fintypl? a good place to leave the mitted the driver to go on. Young Wild West
horses, they were led to it and then, after wait- heard them coming while on the watch in the
ing· another tea minutes, the young deadshot shanty, and he sent Hop out to stop them 'as soon
J?ave the word and all four started on foot to- as they got around the bend, with instructions
ward the passage. With Wild in the lead, they for them to wait. Meanwhile, elated with their
went among· the rocks and sc,on came to the success, the four raiders grabbed up their booty
.
passage where the boulder still lay, just as it ana started for the cabin.
As the ~raiders reached the lone cabin with
had been overturned by Charlie and Jim. Unhesitatingly the young deadshot went inside, the their booty the door suddenly opened and there
rest following- him. They even took the risk of stood the boy they thought to be dead and buried
lighting matches, and . when they came to the in the gorg-e.
"Young Wild West!" came the cry.
places where the horses were stabled they found
"Right you are," came the cool reply, and then
they were all there. Wild was a little sorry that
he had not made better arrangements with the the young deadshot reached behind him and held
man who had reformed. But there was no help out a revolver.
He had scarcely done so when the voice of
for it now, so he took the risk of goinJ? straight
to the door that opened into the cellar under Cheyenne Charlie was heard. ·
"Whoonee! whoopee! We've g-ot 'em, Wild!"
the house. Resolved upon capturing- the men, if
they were there yet, he pushed it open and, with he shouted.
a revolver in either hand, stepped in. There
Before the four villains were hardly aware
was no one there. He _gave a nod, and in came of it, Chadie and Jim were upon the scene, and
Charlie and Jim, followed by the clever Chinee. they did not offer to put up the least resistance.
A lantern was burning rathei· low, but it gave Hop ran up in time to take their weapons from
enough light for them to see all about the under- them while they were covered. But Bill kept
nound apartment. A barrel stood under the inside the cabin out of sight. The .e:uard who had
trap-door, and Wilif quickly mounted it and gave been on top of the stagecoach when the hold-un
a push upward. As the door swung open a foot- was made soon appeared, and when he saw ~at
step was heard, and then a low voice said:
the raiders had been captured he waved his hat
and yelled with _ioy.
"Hello! Is that you, Young Wild West?" ,
Wild, with the bandag·e still about his heall.
"That's just who it is, Bill," the . bof answered, for he recognized the man's voice im- smilinl2.'1Y told them how the trick had been
planned, and it was not long before the staire
immediately. "What are you doing here?"
"Jake Mall allowed that somebody oughter was brought back and the bundles and mailba~
stay here, an' as g·ood luck would have it he placed in it again. The ~our villains were bound
securely and put inside the stage. Half an
picked me out to do it."
"That's a _good thine-. Bill. I reckon I'll stay hour later they were at the mininJ? camp, while
here with you, while Charlie anrl Jim wi11 g-o up an excited crowd of miners listened to how
there and see to it that they don't shoot anybody. Young Wild West and his partners had succeedBoys," and he nodded to his partners, "let them ed in capturing the raiders. It was easy for the
go ahead and make the hold-up as long- as they young- deadshot to persuade them to let Bill iro
don't use their iruns. When they come here with and Tom Boody even went so far as to take uo
a collection for him.
the booty we'll capture them."
When he had received the money the man
The scout and Dart nodded and both went out
of the shanty door, leavin:.e: Wild, Hop and Bill mounted his horse and rode away, after promisbehind. The..v pursued the same tactics they had ing- to lead a better life in the-. future.
used in the morning, and kept alonJ? close to the
bank. They had not gone very far when the
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
rumble of wheels came to their ears. The mailcoach was coming. Charlie and Jim gripped their WEST TRAPPED IN A CANYON; or. ARIET•
.
riiles, showin.e: that they were ready for business. TA'S SWING FOR LIFE."
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A BOY FROM THE STREET

m.·

He would not go back to the house after the
matinee, although both Phil and Daisy urged him
to do so, but said he would have to look after
-Or.his store, and that Tillie had had eAcitement
enough for one day and ought to go to bed early.
The Waif Who Became a Me1·chant
"Well, you must come again soon, anyhow,"
said Phil. "Come Sunday. You won't be very
busy then. Come to dinner and stay till in the
By DICK ELLISON
evening."
Jack finally agreed to take tea with his friend,
and Phil had to be satisfied with that arrangeA Serial Story
ment.
The next day the boy who helped in the store,
CHAPTER x:-(Continued)
while dusting, knocked Jack's hat down.
"All that money for one stamp?" exclaimed
"Excuse me," he said. "Wait a minute I'll
Jack.
brush it off for you. I didn't mean to lie so
The stamps were hinged in, as it is called careless."
among stamp collectors, each having a piece
Picking up the hat, he was brushing it when,
of gummed paper attached to the upper half be- raising the sweat-band, two postage stamps fell
ing fastened to the stamp and the other to the out.
page, so that it could be easily removed if nec"Hello do you collect stamps?" he asked, pickessary.
ini;. them uf,· "Is that where you keep them?"
"Well, I don't show the book to any one who.
'Stamps." asked Jack.
would be likely to steal from it, and I ,don't leave
"Yes, foreign stamps. Can I have 'em?"
it around," said Phil, and then he went on ex"Let me see them."
plaining some of the stamps, Jack being greatly
The boy handed the stamps to Jack, who looked
interested.
.
at them and then put them carefully away in
Percy left the room, seeing that Phil ignored his pocketbook.
·
him after his cut of Jack, but the boy did not
They were two of the early issues of British
show that he knew of hi s ·going, and went right Guiana, which Phil had told him were worth a
on talking to his friend as he had been doing, hundred dollars apiece.
just a· though no one else was present.
How they . came to be under his hat he could
They went down to the library half an hour not guess, but at that very moment h., looked up
before dinner and found Pexcy there, but he and saw Bill Watts looking in at tne door.
soon went away, saying good-by to all except
Jack, whom he seemed to wish to s1,<1b in every
way.
"You did not say good-by to your cousin Phil,"
CHAPTER XI.
said Mr. Williamson, "and he mentioned you particularly."
Tillie Finds A Friend.
"He didn't say good-hr to Jack and took special
pains not to mention him paTticularly, nor even
"That rnan came while you were down to tlie
to include him in a general good-by," returned court," said the boy, "and he said he would call
Phil. "He snubbed Jack upstairs, and if I snubbed again. He asked rne about you and the little
him now, it's only what he deserves."
girl , and I said that she went off to .;chool but
"Percy Dresser is a snob," said Daisy, "and that she'd gone with you."
.
'
i.f he can't treat our guests decent he needn't
"That's right," said Jack. "Don't tell anybody
come around."
where she goes. This man wants to teal her."
Jack and Phil and Daisy and Til)i~ went to
"Oh, gee!" said the boy.
the matinee together, and as they were leaYing
"Well, 11evcr rnind. You didn't know. It isn't
the houi,e Jack, ifi taking his hat from the rack, likely the tearher would give her up to a man
found that it had been put up wrong, so that like Bill Wates."
he placed it on hi~ l1ead ·with the bow on the
Jack had returned from court about an hour
right side.
previous, Butts having been sentenced to a year
"That's funny," he said. "I always put up mr in p rison.
hat so that it will be right when I take it down.'
He went forward and Watts came in, glared at
"I guess everybody does," said Phil. "It's the him and said:
natural way to do it. Some of the servant may
"I want my child. You are keeping li,•r away
have knocked it down and, in putting it back, from me, and I want her. You've tJO business
got it turned."
to take her away from me."
They spent a most enjoyable afternoon, Tillie
'!She isn't your child," said Jack, •·and I won't
having a delightful time, though Jack was think- give her up to any one except her own folks."
ing a good deal and wondering whether he ought
"How do you know she ain't mine?" asked
to receive favors that he could never hope to re- Watts, savag ely.
•
turn.
"Well, I can give a pretty good guess, and
"I can't pay a hundred dollars for a stamp, or you'd hav to prove it in court befo1·e I'd b alieve
asit in a box at the theatre, or dress as he does, it. I wouldn't take your word for it, neitner. Y0u
or Jive in such a splendid house~• he thought, "and would have to get somebody better'n you or the
it ain't right to let him spend money on me, when old woman to make me beliere it."
I can never invite him anywhere. I expect he'll
"I can have you arrested," growled the m;,.11.
make a fuss if I s2y anything, but I don't see
"That's all r ii('ht. Do it. I ion't mind a little
what eli::e I can do."
,. ·
•
-•11 h:iv~ ycu up for kidnapiJ\I!'.
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the child, and you'll h ave to prove tnat she's
yours."
Watts glared at Jack for a few moments and
then said:
"Send the boy away. I want to tall,; to you ..
"Go to the back of the tore, Willie, and clean
up," said Jack. "Don't get out of sight. I may
want you."
The boy went to the back of the store and then
Jack said:
•
"Well, what is it? You've got to speak very
ouickly, far I ma y have customers in at anv moment."
"I ought to break your neck," snaned Watts,
threateningly.
"Now, see here. Bill W_atts, _if you've got anvthinlf to say to me. say 1t quickly, and get o~t,
or I I send for an officer." said Jack firmly. "Ive
got a call from the bank. I'm a boy from the
street, and you ca n't bluff me for a cent. Now
then what is it?"
"What'll you give me if I tell you who&e kid
she is?" asked Watts. "I know, but I won't tell
v ou for nothing. It ought to be worth a 'thousand
dollars, 'cause if you take her back you'll get the
1·eward."
"vVhy don't you take her back yourself, and
g et the reward?" asked Jack, con,vinced that the
man was lying.
Watts frowned and replied:
"I'd only be took up. I don't look re&pectable
enough. You'll make five or six times what they
will give me."
"Where am I going to get a thousand dollars
from?" asked Jack.
"Get your rich' friends .to advance it. They
will do it in a minute."
"I won't a sk them for a cent, and I won't give
vou anything-. You don't know who Tillie's folks
are arid you're only bluffing."
"Tne old woman knows, anyhow, and she will
tell if--" and then Watts stopped short, realizinrr that he had said too much. ·
?.Then if she knows let her look out for herself" said Jack. "Folks can be made to teJl
v:h;t they don't wa.nt to, sometimes." ·
"Say five hundred," said Watts. "1;hat wouid
just about pay us for the trouble we ve had m
b l'i ng ing her up."
"I won't give you five," said Jack. "Now g et
o ut for here's a customer. of mine, and I don't
wa~t you in here:"
A fine carriage, drawn by a pair of spirited
h or ses, stopped at the curb, and a richly dressed
woman alighted and entered the store.
\Yatts slunk away, and Jack was- ½ept busy
f o1 some time, other customers enterrng when
the first left, so that it was noon before he found
hi mself at leisure.
"Stay in the store til_l I come back," h~ said.
"I'm going after the kid. That fellow will try
to et hold of her. I'm sure."
iicJc hurried around to the little school wh_ich
Tillie attended, and as he approached the building· he saw a crowd of children collected on the
walk, and saw that there was some sort of a
commotion.
Realizing that his fears had not bten groundless Jack sprang forward and saw 11, the center
of the group of children, holding fa::it to Tillie's
hand, the evil-faced Watts. She was crying bitterlY'
0

"If he's your papa, why do.n't you go with
him?" asked one.
~
"Come, girls," said another mite, with a toss of
her head. "Our papas dress better than that. I
don't think we ought to play with her.
"He isn't m y father," sobbed Tilue, "and if
Jack Spratt was only here--"
J a ck Spratt was there, and hastily pushing the
children aside he struck Watts a blov., on the side
of the jaw that mad!! him reel, as heavy a s he •
was.
Then, snatching the child with one hand, he
faced the angry man anti said, fiercely:
"So you'r e up to your old tricks again, are
you, Bill Watts ? Get out of here at once, or I'll
have you arrested."
Then, putting two fingers in his mouth, a trick
learned in the street, Jack blew a long, shrill
whistle, which he knew would attract the attention of a policeman, if any were within hearing.
Watts, insane with passion · and determinect
that the child should not escape him, advanced
toward Jack, who, burdeneii with his charge,
could not defend himself as he otherwise would
have done.
At that moment. however, a carriage drawn
by two fine horses stopped at the curb, and an
elegantly di-essed lady inside leaned out and said
something to the coachman.
At once the man, hoJi:ling his horses with one
hand, began laying his whip smartly upon Watts'
back; shoulders and legs, and with no light hand,
every blow causing him to cry out with pain.
' At the same time Jack struck him a blow on
the jaw, and finding the contest altogether too
one-sided to suit him, Watts quickly turned and
fled, not without getting a last slash across the
neck which mrul.e him wince.
J a ck recognized the coachman a s being in the
employ of the lady who had stopped at the store
that morning, and tipping his hat, he said :
"I am very much obliged, ma'am for the a ssistance your man gave me. I am afraid I could not
have done much alone. Thank you, James," to
the coachman, who now sat bolt upright on his
box as though carved in stone.
The principal now hurried to the side of the
carriage and the lady sa id:
"Mr. Spratt's little charge had a narrow escape, but I was fortunately able to give him
some a ssistance. Who was this man? Do you
know him?"
"He claims to be Tillie's father, Mrs. Underwood, but I am sure he is not. H e has t't·ied to
get her away before, and l thoug-ht I had g-one
where he could not find u s."
"I have been meaning to speak of it before,"
said the lady. "I have heard of you r care of
the child from your friend s the Williamsons, and
they speak very highly of you. A s you know, I
devote considerable time and money to charitable
work. This is not a mere act of charity, however. I have no children of my own, having lost
a little girl just Tillie's age some years ago,
and I would like to give her a home. She will
have advantages that you could not give her, and
I will attend to her education and bring her up
as my own. I am satisfied, as you are, ,that she
i s no common child, and will give her a home sucJ\
as I feel she must have been born to."
'
(To be continued.)
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GOOD READING

r

COAL MI~D BY THE OCEAN
A NEW MADISON SQUARE GARDEN
. On the beach of Bµckhaven, Scotland, the sea
While Madison Squar~Garden: is beinl!' razed
piles up coal some two or three feet thick. From the owners of the new Garden, to have the same
the- town come men, women and children with name, which will be on Eighth Avenue between
buckets, boxes, bal!;s and wheell;>arrows to l!'et the Foz:ty-ninth and Fiftieth Streets, are completin_gfamily SUT)ply. '!'he coal is actually mined by the1r plans to open the buildinl!: in Decembei·.
the sea. Ground swells break away the seams They say it will have the most complete facilities
outcroppinl!: i~ the Firth of Forth and slowly , of any build!n_g- of its kind · in the world, and
carry the treasure to the shore. In stormy that the arch)tects have arranl!'ed for innovations
weather the product l!;reatly increases.
in equipment which will provide comfort for both
·
the audiences and the performers.
T)le site is an entire block frontal!'e on Eiirhth
THREE LARGEST CITY PARKS
which is 375 feet long, with a depth of a
The larirest eity park in the United States is 4venue
more than 200 feet. The lar_g-e rinir in the
the Fairmount Park at Philadelphia. It • con- little Garden
will be 110 feet wide and about 108
tains 3,000 acres. It was obtained by purchase - new
feet from the rinir floor to the under side of the
and by l!'ift between 1844 and 1867 a;i.d was the roof.
site of the Contennial Exposition of 1876. The
Ho~key enthusiasts are especially _g-ratified by
park is about ten miles Joni!' and is disected by
the Schuylkill River and its tributary, Wissahic- the arrangements made for this sport. There
kon Creek. Forest Park in St. Louis is the second will be· a rink with a nlayin!!" surface of 100 by
lar_g-est park. It contains 1,374 acres, and was 187 feet and the refrigerating machinery will be
purchased by the city in 1874 for $849,058. capable of nreparinl!' a hard ice playinir surface
Swoop Park, Kansas City, ranks third with in· from twelve to fourteen hours. The ice can be
1,333 acres. It was given to Kansas City. June completely removed in less time. The seatinl!:
6, 1896, by Thomas JI. Swoop, and was formally canacity for ice hockey will be 15,000.
For boxinir bouts there will be seats for 19 500
opened June 26 of that year.
and for six-day bicycle · races 14,500. There ~ill
be about 14,500 permanent seats of which 6 710
will be in the stadium, 1,600 in the small baldony
POWERFUL MAGHIN-E FOR CLEANING~
and 6,100 in the large balcony. •
'SUBWAYS
The owners have arranged to install the newBrookArran.e:ements have been made by the
type of heating-, ventilating- and air conditionest
a
test
to
lyn-Manhattan Transit Corporation
and they say the ventilation will be as
~ant pneumatic machine which is said to be of ing plant
_g-ood if not _better than that in the most modern
sufficient size and power thoroul!'hlv to clean theaters
and auditoriums. They promise there
the subways while running as fast as a
~eve~ be the lack of visibility caused by
passen_g-er train. The device is guarant~d. it is will
smokm_g- m the old Garden, which had an ansaid, to remove from the subways every particle tiquated
ventilatin_g- svstem. The area of the
of dust and dirt which has been accumulatin_g- for new buildinl!:
wiU receive 400,000 cubic feet of
...many years and to leave the tubes :inore spick air every minute,
provides for a complete
and span than when the first trains ran throul!'h chan_g-e of air aboutwhich
six times each hour.
them.
James Stewart & Co. have char_g-e of erectin_gTwo cars will do the work. On one will be a
suction blower that will send out a blast of air the buildinir, rhomas W. Lamb is the architect
stron_g- enough to dislodl!'e the dirt and dust, and and William F. Ca,-ey & Co. are the contractors.
these then will be drawn into the other car by A syndicate of bankers has underwritten an issue
of b~ds and soon will offer them to the oublic.
suction.
The mvestment renresented bv the land and
building- is about $4,760,000.
:JJUGE IRRIGATI~G PLANT FOR INDIA
John Ring-lin_g- js chairman of the board and.,
About 100 miles from Bombay, India, one of Georl!'e L. Rickard, better known as "Te~," is
the largest irrigation projects in the world is president of the corporation.
nearing completion as the last rocks in the dam.
one mile long and 170 feet high, are beinl!' put
in place, says Popular Mechanics. The lake
"Moving Picture Stories"
which this barrier will form will be eighteen
miles Joni!' and forty-six miles in circumference.
Its ' waters would cover an area fifteen miles A Weekly :!llagazine Devoted to Pho(oplays and :Playera
square to a depth of 143 feet, sufficient to irrig·ate
PRICE TEN CENTS PER COPY
approximately 1,000,000 acres. If the rocks in
eontnins '.[hree Stories of the Best Fllme
1n1111h!'r
En<'h
would
they
end,
to
end
the clam were placed
on the Scr~~,1- Elei:,;,1nt Half-tone Scenes from the Plays
reach halfway around the world. Two canals, -Iute,·('sting
Articles About I'ro111 inen t People ln the
lonl!'er than the Panama, will distribute the ]'llms- Doings of Actors an,l Actre~seli in thtl Studio
r
waters to the fanns. At the site of the dam, 11nd Lesson~ ii, Scen,ulo \Vriting.
the rainfall averages only forty inches a vear,
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
but the lake will extend to a district whe1·e the
New York CitJ:
166 West 23d Street
fall is more than six times that amount.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
LIFEBOAT HAS PROPELLER INSTEAD OF
OARS
A hand-power lifeboat with a series of levers
that tum a propeller thus eliminating the need of
s killed seamen in its operation, has been built in
England, says Pormla1· M echanics. The craft can
be put under way instantly and like the ordinary
types of such boat!> can traverse almost any kind
of rough seas. The absence of oars, which may
be lost or damaged by heavy waves eliminates
the risk-of crippling the boat's power in emergencies. In use, it is believed the craft will reduce
the dangers of the sea. since shipwreck victims,
unskilled in rowing or handling of engines . may
work their way to safety in the le.ver-propelled
boat.
6,652,299 BIBLES SENT OUT IN YEAR
The American Bible Society, at the close of its
109th annual meeting last week, announced the
total issues for the year amounted to 6,652,299
volumes, an increase through its for eign agencies
of more than 500,000.
The volumes were in 172 languages and dialect,.
and texts for -the blind. Seven translation and revision committees have been at work in the Philippines for a year to prepare plates in seven Filipino dialects , to replace those de5troyed by the
earthquake in Yokohoma. where all Scriptures for
the Philipines formerly were printed.
• · The society received gifts approximating $100,000 to repair damage by the earthquake in Japan.
Other languages on which committees have been
working are Yiddish, Valiente, Queche, Cakciquel,
Aymara, Portuguese, Zulu, Schulla and .Tai Ya.
A WONDERFUL CLOCK
The Warschawski Dujewnik, a paper published
in Warsaw, Poland, · describes a wonderful clock.
The clock is the result of six years of earnest
work by a watchmaker named Goldfaden, in Warsaw. It represents a railroad station, with waiting rooms for travelers, telegraph and ticket offices an outside promenade, and a fountain in
operation. Alongside of the station are seen the
tracks, with signal booths, switches and water
reservoirs; in fact, everything belonging to a

European railroad depot. In the dome of the
central tower of the building is a clock, 5howing
the local time, while in each of two other towers
there is a clock. giving the time, respectively, of
New York and Pekin. In both of the towers last
mentioned a calendar and barometer are seen.
Every quarter of an hour it gets lively at the
station.
First the telegraph operaor does . hi5 workissues the telegram to signify that the track is
clear. Then the doors of the building are opened;
the station-keeper and hi s assistant appeai·s on
the platform; at the ticket-office the cashier is
noticeable; the guards leave the signal booth and
hoist the banier; a long row ot passengers is observable in front of the ticket office; baggage i;,
hauled; one of the guards rings a bell and a train
runs into the station. While the whistle of the locomotive is blown the train stops ; a workman
goei;; along the row of coaches and hit5 the axles
with a hammer, while another one pumps water
into the tank of the locomotive. After a third sig-nal with the station bell the train starts and disappears in a tunnel on the opposite side. The station-ma ter and hi s a ssista nt l<'a ve the platform
and the doors of the depot building are closed, the
guards enter their booth s a nd qu iet reig·ns. After
fifteen minutes the same trouble commences again.

LAUGHS
."The doctor told Tomkins he must walk three
~1les every day." "Where does he take it?"
Around a pool table, genemlly."
Prison Keeper-You will have to work here
MC?riarty, but you may select any trade you wish'.
P~1so~er-Well, if it's all the same to you sor,
O1'd like to be a sailor.
Stage Manairer-Dash it! didn't I tell you you
had to slap his face and not let him kiss you?
Actress (innocently)-Ye-es. But that's in the
play. This is only rehearsal.
Recruiting Sergeant-I can't enlist you, my
good man; you have only one eye. Patriotic
Scotsman-Hoots! That dis-na matter. Ye've to
shut ae e'e whin yer shootin' onywey.
Cholly-Quick! This way! Here comes my
tailor! Alg-y-1 nevah knew you to dod11:e vour
tailor before. Cholly-Yaas but this time I have
money, and might be tempted to pay him."
"What is your son going to be when he e:rows
up, Mr. Jie:thorpe ? " asked the visitor, pattinit
little Willie on the head. "Well, really, I do;-i't
know yet." replied the proud parent. "but from
the size of his appetite- I think he has a decided
·b ent toward the beef-packing industry."
"My big brother is a printer," said the boy who
worked in a downtown office. "That's nuthin' to
brag about." retorted his bosom friend. "Maybe
it ain't, but it's mighty handy, just the sam&.
When I want to e:o to a ball irame, I e:et him ~ put a death notice in the paper, o the boss hu
2"ot to believe I'm 2:oin' to a funeral."
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POINTS OF INTEREST
SMALLEST VISIBLE OBJECTS
AccordinJ? to Sir William Bra2'ir of London, the
tiniest thinirs which the human eye can see are
the black spots. and patches sometimes visible in
soap bubbles. • These black areas are so thin that
if the soap bubbles could be maITTiified to the size
of the earth and the thickness of the enveloping
film increased in• proportion, the film would then
be only the thickness of a sheet of irlass.

forty-two de1("rees, is two thousand, seven hundred and sixty-eight miles: and its greatest
breadth, from Point Isabel, Texas, to the northern boundary near Pembina, sixteen hundred and
eleven and one half miles.
The northern frontier is upward of three thousand, three hundred and fifty miles in length, the
Mexican, fifteen hundred miles.
The ocean coast, including the larger indentatioJJs, is estimated at twenty-three thousand, sbc
hundred and three miles, of which six thousand,
eight hundred and sixty-one are on the Atlantic,
POWER OF THE IM:AGINATION
three thousand, four hundred and one on the
It is a well-known fact that during the ral!:inJ.1: Gulf of Mexico, two thousand, two hundred and
of cholera, or any other fatal epidemic, nearly eighty-one in California, eii\"ht thousand, includhalf the victims die from fright alone. Even in ing bays and islands, on the bordei;s of Alaska
ordinary times the imagination plays stranJ?e and five thousand oh the Arctic Sea.
tricks. A well-known writer was once made the
The total area is three million, sL"< hundred and
victim of a practical joke that narrowly escaped seven thousand, six hundred and eighty-four
a serious termination. He entered a room where square miles, or two billion, three hundred ruid
some of his jovial friends were havinJ? good eight million, eight hundred and sixty-six thou.scheer. Being himself, at that period of his life, ·and, five hundred and sixty acres.
of a convivial tum, he readily joined his comIn 1783, the territory ceded by Great Britain
rades in crackinJ? a fresh bottle. Presently one was confined to the country east of the Missisof them anxiously looked at the label, that had sippi river and west of Florida.
been modified for the occasion and exclaimed
Louisiana was bought from France in 1803.
that they h~d been drinking- poison. The visitor
Florida was ceded by Spain in 1821.
J?rew alarmed, manifested clang-erous symptoms,
Texas was annexed in . 1854.
took to his bed, and his comrades themselves beOregon having been yielded to Great Britain,
coming frightened, sent in haste for a physician, was
settled by treaty in 1846.
whom it took a long while to satisfy his imag-inaCalifornia was conquered from Mexico in 1847.
tive patient that he was not perishing from a
New Mexico was added by treaty in 1854.
deadly potion. A physician who was fond of
New England was settled by English Puritans,
experimenting told a friend that he had com- New York by Dutch, Pennsylvaaia by Swedes,
pounded some wonderful pills, a single one o:f and by Ensdish and Ge:pnans, Friends or Quakwhich would cause certain prescribed symptoms. ers; Maryland by English Roman C'atholics;
His friend volunteered to take one.
Delaware and New Jersey by Dutch, Swedes and
The symptoms followed exactly as foretold: English; Virginia by English cavaliers, the Carobut the pill was afterward noticed in the tangles linas in part by French Huguenots, Louisiana
of a very full beard, not having been swallowed and Michigan by French; Florida, Texas and
at all. The doctor's faith in the potency of his California by Spanish, Utah by Mormons, chiefly
pills was such as to make him think that theh- from Eng-land~ Wales and Denmark.
mere proximity to the mouth mig-ht prove to be
The Senate is composed of two senators from
efficacious. But bystanders attributed the• un- each State chosen by the legislatures
Questioned symptoms to the influence of an exThe Post Office Deparpnent was orgai-uzed by
cited imag-ination over the physical condition. A
lady called her physician in mortal agony because Be~amin Franklin befofe the Revolution, 1775.
A senator must be thirty years old, and a repshe had, as she supposed, swallowed her false
teeth. She could feel them far down her throat resentative at, least twenty-five years old. The
and was actually choking to death. Eminent terms are six and two years respectively. The
doctors consulted and agreed to resort to trace- House of Representatives consists of one or more
otoµ,.y, to which they were about to proceed when members from each State, elected by the people
on~ of them happened to step on some ob.iect in equal election districts.
The District of Columbia, located on both sides
under the edge of the bed, which on examination
proved to be the missing molars. As soon as ~hey of the Potomac, .was ceded to the United States
were exhibited to the patient her convulsions by Maryland and Virginia, !ind accepted in 1790
ceased, and she recovered her normal condition. as the seat of government.
Slavery was abolished January, 1863, in the
To the foregoing authentic instances might be
added a long list of recorded cases with every insurrectionary States, except in Tennessee and
variety of delusional fancies, the victims being part of Virginia and Louisiana, by proclamation
of the President, and was abolished throughout
of sound mind and in ordinary health.
the Union by an am·e ndment to the Constitution
adopted December the ei11:hteenth, 1865.
Alaska was purchased from Russia in 1867, •
FACTS ABOUT THE UNITED STATES
for seven million, two hundred thousand doI:.ars,
The greatest len11:th of the United States from and our government has already received much
the Atlantic to the Pacific, on the parallel of more than that sum from the seal fisheries.
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WORK & WIN

FROM ALL POINTS

Stories About Fred Fearnot

RINGS ON TREES SHOW WEATHER
CONDITI_ONS

We can still supply the following numbers of the
"Fred Fearnot" ,stories:
Pri-ce 8 Cents Each

Scientists of the Field Museum of Natural History expect to learn what the weather has been
lil;:e for 200 years or more 1n the yicinity of Chi1336 Fred l•'1•arnot's S<>arcb for Smi t h: or, 'l' be Mon Wt,o
cago by studying the rings on oak and willow
Contd Not Re Pounrt .
1337 " Aio~:. Fair: or, Shaking Things Up at Shag- , stumps. It has been found that trees of various
kinds register within their trunks_ a fairly accuBunted; or, A Plot That Was RA rn , 0 Solve.
~i~
rate record of the seasons, because the wood that
an:3 ;~: Boy Boxer; or, Giving a Pugilist
01
grew in the spring can be distinguished in the
1340 " T~~:;;:_n ce Play: or; Fighting Drink with the
annual rings. By these comparisons, deductions as
to the amount of rainfall and sunshine that the
1341 " DVi~me~Ude; or, Down tbe Grellt Mountain
trees receive can be made. Carrying- the study
13-12 " Call by Wlrelees; or, the Friend Who Played
further, the microscope is expected to disclose
him fal•e.
what part of the wood was formed during cold,
1313 " nnd tht' Queer Qunrtette; or, Jim , Jack, Joe
nnd Jnr:v.
rainy and dry seasons, for the structure of the
little sap tubes differs according to these con1344 " and the Girl Telegrapher; or, Fighting tbe
Train ThleTeS.
ditions. Exper1rrients and observations also have
134!'; " Tr.v for Goal; or, Winning In the Lft8t Moment.
shown that the greatest growth in trees occurs
1346 " Indian Boy: or Clvtllzlng n SaTage.
on the &ide opposite to the direction of the winds.
13H " GF:l~n;~crlftce! or, All for the Sake of a
For instance, there are trees in Colorado in which
1348 " and "1'1rerl Tim": or, The Lnzlest Bo,, In Town
the heart of the trunk is close to the bark on the
134!\ " l'ootbnU GlnntR: or. Handtlng a He11Ty Line ·
13[,0 " Exploring Trip: or, A Week In the Cry~tftl _side from which the prevailing winds blow.

:;

·1351

"

13~2
1353

"
"

13:H

"

CaTes.
and the Fur Hunter•: or, A Trip to Hudson's
B11y.

Long PasR: or, The Pl11y 'J'h11t Puz7.led All.
and the "Dutch Flyer": or, Up Again at the
Cl1amplon Sk11ter.
MT•lk Mark: or, The Hlndoo's l!ltrnnge Warn ,ng.

Ire Cutler: or. Tl>" Fn•te-•t Bost on the T.nke.
and the Boy Millionaire: or, On the Rond
to Ruin.
13~7 " Boeke.- Winners: or, A Hot Gnme on tlle IC'f!.
13~J8 " Flv.--1\fHP Slide: or, The Toboggan In the
1\fountnln•.
135!) ·• WP<-k of Dnnger: or, Dealing with the Whart
0Rnl!,'.
J3f.O " In thi- Gym; or, - Winter Sport with College

tM1

"

l~Gt

"

13;,(l

"

Bo:,8 ,

13()2

"

l3Ra
13&!

"
"

136fi

"

1367

"

l:JOS

"

1309

"

t:170

"

And thi- 'Rurled Gold: or, Fighting tbe Mexican
Bnndlt8.
Oc,.nn Voyage; er, Th e Mystery of StAteroom
No. 10.
Hundred-Mlle Race: or, Ten Honn on l'lkateR.
and the Shipping Clerk: or, Saving an Honest
.
Hoy,
nnil "Hard Lu<'k Harry": or, ~hP Ro:v Who was
·
Alwo:vs In Trouhle.
Lhrhtnlng Drive ; or, The Cllnmplons of the
Rink.
anrl thP ln<llnn Queen: or. Th~ "Bad'• Men of
•
th e 'J'radlnc: Pott.
Crnos Conntrv Rhn: or, Winning the Great
Pnper Chase.
TrRlnlnl!' Trl1>: or, Jn the South wltli a Basebnll Nine
ancl J.lt t lt> Dick : or, Tbe Trl al q of n Pool'
Worki ng 'Roy.
Bn kPhall Glnnts: or, Winning the Oil<'nlng

1371

"

1372

"

1373

"

111'71

"

Boy T,ifc- Savers : or, Bra ve Work On the
Bench .
at T,o n p Pin e: or The Myste r .v or tl1P Moonsl1l11e

137~ "
1876 "
1377 "
J:Ji.9 "
1379 "
1380 "
1381 "
1382 "

Playing tJ, e Gam e : or. Out W !th TT1 • N Pw Nine.
Road Rirl<'rs : or. Rustling With Rot11!'h•.
and the Batte ry Bo ys; or, Afte r th P Whnrr R nts.
('le,·!' r f'un·Ps : or. BPnt in c: Out thP BMs men .
lsl11nil Mi•stPry ; or. C'nmplug In C'nno,la .
Roy MarYPI ; or , Bringing Out n Yn11n .1t Pitch er .
Hard Pull ; or, Wlnnlni; the ~in l?lP Sr1111s .
Among tll e Poor: or, Thi- nark l'llcl r or TMt'.

Garn<'.

C'nmn.

Auy of the above numbers will be malled to you
po,.tage .(ree, upon recell)t of the prk..e Jn n1one,-, or
s,o~tage stnn11,s.
HARRY E. WOLFF, PUBLJSHEI,. IN'O.,
166 West %3rd Street,
llh1w York, N. Y ,

f

POSTAL INFORMATION
There i1:, something of sacredness about the contents of a letter. The writer often reveals more
of himself on the written page than he would
in direct conversation. This revelation of course,
·is designed only for the eyes of the correspondent.
In this country a wholesome respect has been
built up for the sanctity of a letter but it is
not so respected in many other countries where
the opening and reading of sealed mail becomes,
at times so prevalent that the practice has earned
the appleation "crack seals."
The average American would be filled with
wrath and the timid soul would shrink with horror at the thought Of a third person, and a
stranger at that. reading his "personal correspondence."
Yet, that is exactly what happens to 21,000,000 ·
letters a year and will continue so long as letter writed fail to put return addresses on their
envelopes.
When a letter, without a return address, can
not be delivered for any reason, it is sent, after
a certain time, to the Dead Letter Office.
There is it opened and read-not for the po&sible scandal it may contain-but with a view
to finding some clue which will enable forwardingon to the addressee or returning to the sender.
Out of every five letters received at the Dead
Letter Office such a clue is found in one and it is
·sent merrily on its delayed war to one or the
other of the two persons most mterested in its
disposition. The other four are destroyed.
Every person knows his own address and if he
would put it on the envelope, the contents would
remain inviolate and the letter would be returned
with notice of non-delivery.
Not only that but the Dead Letter Office and
all its attendant expense would go out of business because less than one letter in a hundred
reaching that institution contains a return address

'',

THE COLDEST
PLACE
What is said to
be the coldest
place on the globe
is the region of
Verkholensk, Siberia. Here is a
convict station,
but during most
of the year no
guard& ,a re need~d to keep the
prisoners f r o m
1·unning a w a y ,
for in the more
severe portions of
the w i n t e r no
l i v i n g creature
can remain in the
open, and during
the three most
s .e v ere months,
when the temperature sometimes
falls to 85 degrees below zerp,
no one dares to
venture out for
more than a few
m o ments at a
time.
Ordinary
steel tool& will
snap like glass,
a n d unseasoned
wood becomes almost as har d as
&tcel. ·when one
breathes a powder like tile very
fi nest snow fall&
at one's feet. It
is said that there
a re less forms of
insect life here
t h a n elsewhere
in the world, and
some of t h o s e
are not f o u n d
elsewhere, seemingly having been
. cr eated especially
to inhabit such a
frigid re g i o n .
Some of the signal - service officials declared recently that most
of the severe eold
.___ · waves that sweep
across the North
American contin ent · have their
or1gm in Verkh o l e n s k . The
wind blows a perf ~t gale almost
&11 the time,

GIV EN s:~ Jpee~=~!
5

A real auto with powerful 2 ½ h. p. encln•

Solve This Puzzle W~':,,¥~0

. I13 I1s I1a I s I1s I1s I s I s 14 I
", What wor de do--tbeee number• make? Each number In t he
1quare re preeente a Jetter of t he a lphabet. 1 le A- 21• Band oo on. i 000 Free V.ote1 toward Spiffy S~deter and

~;•i::

:!~~•lnG::;:_!J'~~~~ ~8-lTt/i}fc'E~Rfoo
to be t he winner of thi• 11pJen dld motor Speedater .
tort. speed up 10 ao "'""· ao •• 90 mlle•
on canon ot auollne.' 1929 model, tltsc

Prizes an~ Reward, for Eury Club Me• ber

Brand n e w 81nffd SJ)« deter , Btc:,cle, Radio Bet.I. Gold

!',:~?:'a.~l:r:co:i!:t to~=:~1or~:!:::na-:•i ;:s::.~
1~ r=~
:rh!c~:.
~'b~~Ot~~~~~ ~!ttr;· on~1!,:,!1~ T:.U:a:e:d':=t:!.i !!. 1~=tewft~•;:ui°n:
and addreu ud po:1ale aoJution. Don't Jet anyone beat JOG to It . Send for bla cir cular. Don"t delay.

wheels, etc.

0

AMERICAN SPEEDSTER CLUB, DepC

112 .

537 S. Dearbom St.. CHICAGO

TJR~S WITH 500 NAIL OldMoneyWanted
Ho LES LEAK No AIR ~!Ai 'l~lerttthe~ /~~t h~1r:1~tet ~~
01

A new puncture-proof Inner tnbl' h ns ti,>pn
Invented b:v a Mr. H. G. Milburn of Ch icago.
In nct1UJI tests it was punctured 600 times
with o ut the loss ot air. This wondert\JI new
tulw inc reases mileege f rom 10,000 to 12,000
m11,,s and eliminates chenglng tires. It costs
no more than the ord inary tube. Mr. H. G.
Milburn. 831 West 47th St., Chicago. want•
them introduced everywhere and ls making
11 special otrer to agents. Write him today.

GROW

~

m

0

1
1?~

cash orPmltims for all rare coins. Se nd 4c
tor lari::e Coln Circular. Ma y mean much
profit to you.
NUMISMATIC BANK.
Dept. 486.
Ft. W o rth , Tel<.

TALLER!

INCR E A SE Y O UR HEIGHT !
Sim ple. Natura l, Eas y M ethod.
Will Increase your helltht

and lmpro-..e your appea rance.
Write fer F R EE Booklet.
Dept. H .

THE NATURAL METHOD B UBEA1J
AUa:ntlo Cltr , N. iJ.

Can You .Answer Thb
Que.stlon and be Fair

to Your.fell r

l'

A RE you u 1uccesaful
}'OU
·
.t1 could be - If you ha aome
other occupatiop ?
Many a man tight• samely all h is life
for auccess-and faila because he has the
wron~ row to hoe.
Don t make thla miatakel If you have been
makln11 It-quit I Find out NOW what you can
do best and tackle t hat-before it Is too late.
Oar n:pert •ocatloq.al-counaelon, emplo:,ine late• t
eeltnt14e method wblcb ellmlnate1 all ,rue•• work,
will abow 100 what oeeup&tlon y_o a are bat fttted for,
and ,rulde J oa atep by atep untll 1011 • - d.
Writ. Jw / l'ee il\f°"""tiol< 2"odc11

---11'

BUREAU OF VOCATIONAL RESEARCH
,~pt.

so

••o

NewY- Cit,,

PIMP LES
ASTHMA

•NAYnvaa,..__
-ed-oa
. Slate whlcb
1oe want.
.,.reo N nd I I;
II1 aot, don't. Writo today.

Wfl

• - • • Lan:RUNK. tl.f,,t OllaleA- antllff, 0.

taught almost any one at home. Small cost.
Send TODAY 2-c,.>nt stamp tor particular•
GEORGE \\'. SMIT H
Boom S - 2. 125 N. Jrff Avt>., l'<'oria, 'I.II..

LITTLE ADS

Write to Riker & King. Ad11ertising Offices, 530 Broadway, New York City, or 29
East Madison Street, Chicago, for particulars about advertising in this magazine
AGENTS WANTED

AGENTS-WRITE FOR FnEE SAUPLES.

Sell Madison "Better-Made" shirts tor
large Manufacturer. direct to wearer. No
capital. or experience required. Many t>nrn
$100 weekly and bonus. Madlso11 I\Hgrs.,
503 Broadway, New York.
-$:J<i- T0$56- lVEEKLY i_n_y_o_u_r_S_l_Ja-re_t_i_me
doing special ad,·ertlslng work among
tlw familil'S of J'Our city. No experlt>nce
uvc!'ssnry. Write today for full partlculnr8. American Products Co .. 2-1.iO American Bldg.. Cincinnati. Ohio.
BIG llONEY and fast sale~ every owner
huys gold initials for his auto. You
charge $1.M, make $1.H profit. 10 orders
daily, !'ltsy. Samples an'1 information !rf'e.
W o r 1 ct M o n o g r a m Co., Dept. 70,
N,'wark. N. ;r,
NEW CA!lfERA takes and finishes photos
in one minute. Make monev Reiling cam••t·ns, or taking photos. Jllxcluslve terrlt.o.ry.
Crown Co., Dept. 967, Norwalk, Conn.

HELP WANTED
DETECTIVES

NEEDED

EVERYWHERE.

Work home or travel, experience unnecessary. Write George R. Wagner, former
Govt. Detective, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.

IHLYERING Jlllrrors. French plat!'. Easily
learned: Immense proftts. Plans tree. Wear
Mirror Works. Excelsior Sprlnits. Mo.

PERSONAL

Ala: YOU LONESOMis? Write Bi>tty Lee,
ltt c .. Hox 820 City Hall Station, New York
City. Stamp ap1,reciated.

R UNDREDS seeking murriagP. It slncere
e11clo~e stnm11. Mrs. F. \Ytllard, 2928
Brou<lway , Chicugo, Illinois.
1-:0N ELYHEAR TS- I ha_v_e_a_s,-v-e-e~th_e_a_r_t_tor
you. Exchange letters: make new friends .
Etlk1ent. confidential and dli,:oitled service.
Mem hers everywhne. Eva Moore. Box 908,
;fat•ksonvllle, Florida.

~IAltRY IF LONELY "Home Maker". hun dreqs rich: reliable, years experience; descrlpttons tree. The Succ.-sstul Club Box
556, Oakland, California.
·
·

l\IARRIAGE PAPElt--20th year. Big lssu o
with descriptions. photoq. names and art 11r,.sses. 2:'i C!' tits. No other tee. Sent sealed.
Box 2265, R, Boston, Mau.
llJA RRY-Free photographs, directory and
descriptions or wealthy members.
Pay
";hen mnrried. New Plan Co., Dept 36.
Kansas City. Mo.

l\(ARRY-llfARRTAGE
DIRECTORY
with
photos anrt dPscrlptlons tree. Pav when
marri<>d . The Exchange, Dept. 5Hi. eKansas
City, Mo.
llIARRY -Write for hig new dlrectorv with
photos ond d esc riptions. Frl'P. National
Agency, Dept. A. 4(',06, Sta. · E., Kansa~
.City, Mo.
O

GET A SWEET REA RT.

F.xrhangp lettcrs.
Write m<> enclosing stamp. Violet Roy,
Dennison, Ohio.
lllARRV-Lonelv Heart•. join our ~!uh. "''"
have a c-ompnnlon tor you. mnnv worth
from $!i,000 to $110.000. D<>sc-rlptlon R. photos.
Introductions fn•P. ~enrl no money. Standard Cor Cluh. Grayslake. Ill.
for every!Jorly. !;tamped
envelopes for proposal.
Tbe Lily Club.
Stntlon H. Cle..-eland. Ohio.

SWF.ETHEARTS

TOBACCO HABIT
TOBACCO or SnulT Habit cbred or no pay.
$1.00 If curert. Rrmrdv sent on trial.

Superba Co., PC., Raltlmore, Md.

SONGWRITERS
SEND TOJ>AY t or free copy .W rite r 's D1-

geirt: tells how to writ<> and sen short
stories. photoplays, popms. songs. Writer's
Digest, G-22, E. 12th St.. Cincinnati.

BLANK CARTRIDGE P ISTOL
Prot.M;tio1aAO'a.i,utBurollsr•, Tna.m~o,.d.Doo• New CataloJ
- · of
f:.nf.~:
f!!t!io1;
No•• I ti•••

Trlcli:11, Puules.
Sportin,r Good•.
•tc. 420 pq...
lland so ma
biodiGr ..

BARE

KNEES

BARRED
Vassar git·ls
are not to exhibit
their knee:; even
in the semi-privacy of t h e i r
campus.
The advent of
spring and increased
outdoor
activity has resulted in a tendency toward in-•
f o r m a I i t y of
dress and a series
of informal meetings were held
to-night u n d e r
the auspice~ of
the Students' A;,sociation to remind the students
there are certain
rules of d r e s s
a n d to recommend complianc
with them.
Students a re
on no acount to
appear in co!leg
dining rooms attired in knicker:1
or in a combination of middy an.I
bloruners, and it
also urged that
bloomers s h a 11
not be worn about
the campus unless they hav
t h e protective
c o v e r i n g of a
coat.
If the bloomerclad
student
omits her •coat it
is o b I i g a t o r y
upon her to see
that her kne s
are carefully cov~ red . Students
are not suppo · ed
to go to Poughkeepsie
hatless,
and they have
be e n requested
not to r o I I e r
skate within the
city' s environs
and not to appear
in town, in knickers.
Hats a1-e strictly forbidden at
dinner time and
they are deplored
at any time in
the dining room.

t

~I
'

"What would ·I do if I lost my job?"
W
HAT would you do? What would your
.
wife and children do?

3uppose your employer notified you tomorrow that he didn't need you any longer?
Have you ariy idea where you could get another position?
You wouldn't have to worry if you were
a trained man. You wouldn't have to spend
your mornings reading the "Want Ads" and
then trudging from place to place, meeting
rebuffs and discouragements, piling up bills,
- finally willing "to do anything" if only you
could get on somebody's payroll.
1

Don't have this spectre of unemployment
hanging over your head forever. Train yourself to do some one thing so well that tour
services will be in demand. Employers don't
discharge such men. They promote them!
Decide to-day that you are going to get the specialized training you must have if you are ever
going to get a real job and a real salary. It is ea1y
if you really try.
Right at home, in the odds and ends of spare time
that now go to waste, you can prepare for the
position you want in the work you like best. For
the International Correspondence Schools will train

you just as they are training thousands of other
men-no matter where you live-no matter what
your circumstances.
At least find out how, by marking and mailing
the coupon printed below. There's no cost or
obligation, and it takes only a moment of your time,
but it may be the means of changing your whole life.

Mail the Coupon To-da:vl
~~----------------INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Box «89-D, s.,..nten. Penna.

tb•w~ftY~n~~t 1~r ~~u::Jl:t c~;::: ~.t1fch~ :~~. ~:;:,au:!1'i:' r
0

BUSINESS TRAINING

COURSES

ISaleomansblp
Buslno•• Management
Ad'fert1Binc
lndustrt&l Man&Jtemer:1t
Better Letter•
Peraonnel Oraan1r.&t10D
Show Card Lettertna
Trllfflc Management
Stenoi'faphy and Typfna
Buslneas Law
Bualneaa Enellsh
Banktne and Banklnc Law
·
Clsll Service
Auountancy(lncludln1C.P.A..)
Railway Mall Clerk
J';irholson Cost Accountlnl'
Common School Subjeeta
Bookkeep1nir
High School Subject•
Prhate Secretary
D CartoollfDa
lllustraUng
D French
Spanish
TECHNICAL . AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Architect
Electrical Enulneerlnr
Archltects• Blue Prfnta
Electric Ltghttnc
Contractor and BuUder
Mechanical Enictneor
Architectural Dr1rt1111a.n
Me<:_hanical Draftaman
Conctete Bullder
Ma.chine Shop Practice
Structural En_jlneer
Railroad Poeitlona
Pba:rmaq
Cheml,try
Gaa Ene!ne Operatln1
Work
.Automobile
Cll'll Enlilneer
Airplane En1ine1
Suneylng and Mapp!na
Navtaatlon
Metallurgy
Agriculture and Poultr,
Steam Ena-tneertna
Mathematica
Radio

I
I

Name .........• .11.......Street

I

•

...

t

~

'·

...r.......•--····-·······.......,,..............................._

Addreu...........................- .................................................... >•O•a •

City .... .... ......................................... ..et&te. ......................................·•.•

~:.:!1~~~id~··t · ..o·~·····;:·················..........................................
li•nol

Oorr,•r,citkfe;u

ic1u/:,J 8:::!c1::~ L,!:.,;!i.f'O,.io!';,!!l

~:=

...

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.
No. 26.

,

HOW 'l'O ROW SAJL AND BUJLD A

BOAT.
-Fully Illustrated. Full instruction s are given in
tbls
little book, together with Instruction s on ·swimming and
riding, eompanlon sports to boating.
No. 28. HOW TO '.rELL J,'OR'.rUN ES.-Every one Is
di>Rlroua ot knowing what his tuture lire will bring
f11rtb, whetller happiness or misery, wealtb or
poverty.
You can tell hy a glance at this little book. Buy one
and be convinced.
,
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTO R-Every
hoy should know how Inventions originated. Tbls book
explains them all, giving examples In electricity,
d rnulkR, magnetism , optics, pneumatics , mechanics. hyNo. so. HOW ro COOK.-On e ot the most Instructive
books on cooking ever published. It contain•
for cooking meats, flsb, game and oysters; alsorecipes
pies,
puddings, c1tkes and all kinds or pastry, and a grand
collection or recipes.
No. 88. HOW TO BEHAVE. -Contalnln g the rules
an.d etiquette of good society and the easiest and most
Approved methods of appearing to good ndvantag-e at
artles, balls, the the11tre. church, and In the drawna,-room.
No. 85. HOW ro PLAY GAlllES.-A romplete and
11srf11l little book, rontalnlng the rules and regulations
of hll!lnrds, bagatelle, b11ck-gamm on. croquet. domino .
etc.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDR UlllS.-Con tainlng all tbe l<>adlng conun<trum s of tbe day, amusing rldd!Ps, curious .-11tcbea and witty sayings.

r,

No

40.

HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-I ft-

cludlng hint• on how to catcb moles, weasels, otter. rats,
m.~!~!=l!t nd birds. Also how to cure skins. C~plously
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S
,JOK EBOOK.-C ontalnlng a great variety of th<> latest
jokes used hy the most famous fnd men. No amateur
minstrel" ls .-omplete without tbla wonderful llttlP book.
No. 4Z.
THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMPf!PEA.KER ;-Contalnln g e varied 11asortmen t ot •~ump
apeeches, Negro, Dutch and Irish. Also end men's jokes.
JuAt thP thing for home amusement and amateur shows.
No. 411. THE BOY!!! OF NEW YORK MINSTRE L
GUIDE AND JOHE BOK.-Som ethlng new and very
ln•tructlve .. Every boy should obtain this book, as
It
cont,lnR full Instruction s for organizing an amateur
minstrel troupp_
No. 48.

HOW TO JIIA.KE AND USE ELECTRIC ITY.

-A description ot the wonderful uses of electrlclt:v
electro magnPtlsm ; top:.-ther witb f1i11 lnRtructloti s and
for
making F.le<'trlc Toys, Batteries, etc. By GeorKe
A. M., M. D. Contalnlnl? over flfty lllustratlon s.Trebel.
No. 4.8. HOW ro BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.- A
handy book for boys, containing tull directions for con~tructlng canoes and the moat popular manner of sa!\lnl!' them. Fully Illustrated .
No. 49. HOlV TO DEBATE. -Glvlng rules for
ducting dehntes, outlines tor debates, questions for condls<'URslon And the best sources tor procuring Informatio n
on the question given.
No. 50. HOW TO 8'.rUFF BIRDS AND ANII\IA.LS.
-A vnluable book, l?lvlng Instruction s In collecting, preparing, mounting and preserving birds, animals and inserts.
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to Fight; or, How Arletta Bossed tb 11
1137 " anrl the English Earl; or, The Search for •
" Missing Man .
1138
and the Indian Agent; or, Arletta Shooting for
Her Life.
Lnaso Duel; or, Thi' Picnic at Dry Bottom
ant~c{i~!. U. S. Marsball; or, Arietta 89 a rieStopping n Flood; or, Snvtnr,: a Doomed Camp
a~~ \j\':ie~all Coach; or, Ar ·e tta and the Lad;
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Helping the 9th Cavalry; or, Arletta ,as a
Shnrpjlhoo ter.
anJ Jbct:i1.!.~er 'a "Kid"; or, Fighting for a
01
a~ie ttitri:~skl n Rustlers; or, Arletta Saving
JMgbt on the Mesa: or, Surrounded hy Greasers.
';rg a Raid; or,. Arletta an<t the Bars of
1
ntu!:3:r~e Camp; or, A Fourtb of July on the
Cornered l)y Apaches; or, Arletta. and the
Poisoned Arrow.
anJu;;{~~~o cent Ike": or, Trapplnl!" a Tricky
P~Rlrte· P11r•11lt: or. Arletta a CRptlve.
and the Texas Cowboys; or, The Scrimmage
with the l'!heepmen.
Washing Out Gold: or, Arletta's Luck:v Discovery.
,
·
Mexican Mix up; or, T'ne Silver Mine J)lspute
,v1dow's Claim: or, Arletta's Brave rie-

~g

ski~;.

and the Range "Boss: or, Crooked Work at the
Sleepy J .
Caught b:v Savages; or, Arletta·, Daring
Rescue.
and the Mexican Dead shot~ or, The Shootlnir
Mntcb On the Border.
at ~~:d Lu ck: or, Arlet'ta and the Stream of
0
D~~~:i~~;. a Ranch; or. Besieged by Cattle
and the Minn's '!.'rap: or. Arletta's Great Shot.
R~c!~rt. High Fair: or, The J, lvell<>st Tim e 011
Risky RldP: or, Arletta nnd the Gulch Onng.
Buckskin Band: or. The Sherllf's Big Mistake.
DoublP Triumph; or. Arlettn Savini,: the F'lng.
Rnd "Cowboy Ja ck": or. Spolllnl!' n Ranch Raid.
Only Chanre: or. Arletta's Quick Throw.
Despemti> Ch nrge ; or, The Shot Thn t Bent the
RPdskins.
at Gild Dust. Fla t; or, Aril.'tta and the Secret
Band.
In Danger; or, H elping the TrApped Cavalrymen .

ontalnlng explanation s or the general principles of slelghtof-hand appllcahle to card tricks; or card tricks
with
ordinary cards, and not requiring sleight-of-h and; ot
tricks Involving sleight-of-b and, or the use of specially
prPpared cards. Illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete an(t
handy little book, giving the rules and full dlrectlon11
for pl11ying Euchre, Crlhbage, Casino, Forty-Ftvi, ,
Rounce, Pedro l!lancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pltcb,
Fnnrs, and many other popular games or cards. All
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND JllANAGE PETS.Giving complete Informatio n as to the manner and method of ro.!slng, keeping, taming, breNllng and managlnir
alt kind• of pets: al•o giving full ln•tructlon • for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-l'lg
ht mus•
tutlons.
l'or nl• IIJ' all new1dealer a, or wlll be MDt te aa7
addre•a on receipt of prtee, 10c . .« eopJ'.
la moD&I' or 1t111qp• . bJ'

nnd th!' nutrhm11n 's Claim; or, Arletta Dor,.n ,l in l!' lll.'1' T,l fp.
1173 " Taming the Cowpunch ers; or, The Hard Crowd
of Bull T all Ranch.
1174 " After the "Vultures" : or, Arletta and the
Band of Ten.
1175 " Ct~!:gLtre~ Two Gun Man; or, Saving a SbPr1176 " and the B9y Ranchero; or, H elping a Tenderfoot to Success.
1177 " and "Ginger Jake"; or
he Boss or Gimlet
Gulrh.
1178 " and the Choctaw Chief; or, Arietta Defying
th e Redskin s .
1179 " D efying an Ambu sh; or, Arletta Leading the
Cavalry.
1181l " Saved Ry n Signal; or, Arlett and the Vanish.Ing Ll1?ht.
1181 " Doub!€' Sul:.,it€': or, Th e CPlebratlon at Buckhorn R r,t"'l1.
1182 " CRpturlng n Chief; or, Arletta As a Cavalry
Scout.
For 8&1e by all newsdealer s, or will be sent to any a<!•
dreas on receipt of price. Sc. per copy, In money
or postair@ stamps by

166 West 23d Street
New York City
BARRY E. WOLFF. Publisher , Inc.

BARRY E. WOLFJ!', P•1blisher. Inc.
166 West 23d Street
New York Citi,

No. 51.

HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-C

